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ABSTRACT

In an effort to remove humans from dangerous situations, ground robots have become an
invaluable tool in explosive ordinance disposal (EOD) and search and rescue missions. To ensure
the success of these missions, the robot operator must have precise knowledge of the energy
capabilities of the robot he or she is tasked with using. Currently, the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) maintains a set of test methods to evaluate a robot’s abilities.
This thesis presents a specific analysis of the NIST test method for measuring robot endurance
with the goal to correlate test data from these tests to actual in-field mission durations.
The analysis within is based on results from two ground robots: the MTRS Talon made
by Foster Miller (Now QinetiQ NA) and the Packbot made by iRobot. These robots were tested
on a replica endurance test arena built to NIST specifications in accordance with the test
procedures given by NIST. Power and energy data from these endurance tests was then
compared to that of outdoor courses intended to better simulate an EOD or search and rescue
mission. This thesis provides the methods by which mission performance and energy use can be
predicted from NIST endurance test results.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
In 1972, retired Lieutenant-Colonel of the Irish Royal Tank Regiment, Peter Miller
created the first explosive ordinance disposal (EOD) robot. Miller’s invention grew from a need
for a technology that could dispose of explosive devices while keeping the operator at a safe
range. His very first prototype consisted of a grappling hook attached to a motorized
wheelbarrow base, designed to dispose of car bombs by pulling them to a safer location for
detonation. Although this design was controlled by a nearby operator pulling on ropes and
although the first test was ultimately a failure, Peter Miller saw an opportunity to save many
lives with his idea [1]. Indeed, this primitive machine became the foundation for all of today’s
explosive ordinance disposal (EOD) robots.
Next came search and rescue robots; however, this was a much more difficult task.
Search and rescue operations rarely allow the operator a line of sight to the robot, and the
environments in which these robots are needed are much harder to maneuver. After the events of
September 11th many emerging robots were sent into ground zero to search for survivors, but had
great difficulty traversing the rubble. This was effectively the first field test for search and rescue
robots which, similar to Miller’s first wheelbarrow robot, was not as successful as responders
had hoped [2]. Since then, robots have changed shape and have been outfitted with new abilities
in order to perform specified search and rescue tasks.
As this technology improved and many specialized varieties of robots developed, it
became necessary to have standards of evaluating robots. Standards allow robot purchasers to
make informed decisions on robots to fit their needs. Additionally, standards allow robot
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consumers to demand specific requirements which manufacturers can try to meet. In 2005, the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security partnered with the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) to create these much-needed standards for robot mobility. Their objective
was to quantify the performance of ground and aquatic robots in specific areas such as mobility,
manipulation, reliability, and endurance. Out of this effort came a set of test methods intended to
be repeatable, easy to reproduce, and provide statistically significant metrics of performance.
One such test and accompanying metric is the “Pitch/Roll Ramps” test which is used to test
endurance and energy consumption.
According to NIST specifications for this test, each robot is to be driven in a figure-8
within an 8’ x 24’ testing arena of ramp elements intended to resemble rubble or terrain
variations. The robot being tested is driven in sets of ten laps with a one minute pause in between
sets until the batteries deplete. Power data recorded from the first 20 laps is then used for 100
benchtop cycles of the batteries before the endurance test is repeated. The metrics determined
from this test are the distance driven for each endurance test in meters, the time to depletion for
each endurance test in minutes, and the decrease in capacity after benchtop cycling [3].
Knowledge of the endurance of a robot is especially important to the success of a mission
and the safety of those involved. With this information, operators can better plan missions within
the endurance range of the robot. This lowers the possibility of complete battery depletion during
a mission which could have catastrophic consequences. During an EOD mission, a failure of this
type could put the robot and anyone in the vicinity in great danger. Thus, it is imperative that
energy consumption be accurately predicted prior to deployment.
The goal of this project was to discover to what degree the metrics from this test method
could be used to predict mission energy use and duration. To do so, two robots were tested: the
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Talon by Foster-Miller, and Packbot by iRobot. These robots were first tested for endurance in
an arena built at the ARL by former student Herschel Pangborn and then outdoors on various
courses which more closely represented mission segments. These outdoor courses were
composed of a figure-8 on asphalt of the same size as the NIST test, a 50m straight path on
asphalt a 100m slalom course on asphalt, and a 100m slalom course on grass. For all tests, power
data was recorded using a small data logger box developed by the Penn State ARL and
position/velocity data was measured by GPS on the Talon for the outdoor courses. GPS was not
used on the Packbot due to difficulty of mounting and weight considerations. Likewise, GPS was
not possible on the indoor endurance test since this requires a line of sight to satellites for
accurate position measurement. In earlier work performed on this project at the ARL, Crimboli
showed that counting laps to determine distance driven is a reasonable estimate. For an
experienced driver, the actual distance as measured by camera-tracking algorithms was within
4% of the estimated value [4]. Thus, to save time and resources, lap counting was used as the
measure of distance for endurance tests. For outdoor tests of the Packbot, it was assumed that the
driven paths were similar to those driven with the Talon and then distance would also be similar.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 covers the specifications
of the NIST endurance test as well as the simulated missions added for verification. Chapter 3
discusses the methods of data acquisition used in each of the tests. Chapter 4 presents the data
analysis portion of this thesis as well as the findings based on that analysis. Chapter 5 puts these
findings in perspective of the original goal and gives suggestions for future work in this area.
Lastly, all code used in this thesis can be found in the appendix.
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Chapter 2 Test Methods and Procedures
This chapter contains all of the technical specifications of the robots and test courses.
Specifications for the NIST test method were available directly from NIST and are summarized
here. For all additional tests created for this research, specifications are given to provide context
for these results and so that this research may be repeated.

2.1 Robot Specifications
Two robots were tested for this project, both of which are tracked robots. This limits the
range of the correlations discussed here; however, a majority of robots used today are tracked
due to their improved mobility in harsh terrain.

2.1.1 Talon
The Talon is a mid-sized robot developed by Foster-Miller and produced by QinetiQ. The
Talon is a versatile robot capable of explosive ordinance disposal with a six-foot arm and gripper
able to carry heavy payloads as seen in figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1 Foster Miller Talon: a standard EOD robot and the larger of two robots used for this
research.

The Talon is an excellent choice for search and rescue as its tracks allow for a zero-turn
radius and mobility on rough terrain and on indoor obstacles such as stairs. It has a top speed of
5.2 mph and 4 cameras for easy operability. In its standard configuration the Talon weighs
approximately 130 lbs and its footprint measures 34” x 22.5” [5].
The Talon is operated remotely through the operator control unit (OCU) as seen in figure
2-2. This unit has a monitor which shows the feed from any of the four cameras or shows all of
the feeds in a split-screen configuration. A single 4-way joystick controls the motion base while
four more joysticks control the shoulder, elbow, wrist, and gripper respectively. Only the drive
control was used for this project as the manipulator was not needed to measure endurance. The
speed can be varied from the OCU which was used to measure the effect of speed on energy
consumption.
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Figure 2-2 The Talon OCU gives precise control of and feedback from the Talon.

The Talon and its OCU are powered by military standard BB-2590 batteries shown in
figure 2-3. These batteries are high capacity lithium ion batteries capable of providing 14 or 28 V
depending on the connector configuration. Each battery weighs 3.1 lbs which adds 18.6 lbs when
all six slots of the Talon battery pack are filled. [6]

Figure 2-3 The BB 2590 represents a standard battery system commonly used on military EOD
robots.
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Modifications were also made to the Talon including the removal of the mast camera in
order to prevent damage during the endurance test. To keep the weight of the whole robot
roughly the same, a steel pipe was attached in place of the mast camera. A mounting plate was
also added for sensors which increased the total weight of the Talon by about 2 kg from its
starting weight. Since the Talon was tested at multiple weights, both less than and greater than
the starting weight, this addition is unimportant as the power requirements at the original weight
can be interpolated from data at other weights.

2.1.2 Packbot
The Packbot is a lightweight tracked robot developed by iRobot. It weighs just 45 lbs
without batteries and 58lbs with all four battery slots full [7]. The Packbot has a detachable
three-link manipulator arm which was not used for this research, but was left on for testing since
all visual feedback comes from the two cameras mounted on the arm. The Packbot also has two
flippers on the tracks which are capable of 360° rotation and were used only for the endurance
test to free the Packbot when it was stuck on the ramp peaks.
The Packbot was modified slightly from its original configuration for these tests.
Batteries were moved into the cargo bay to make power logging easier. Also, foam was taped in
between the linkages on the arms for endurance tests to avoid damage and added only an ounce
to the total weight. Figure 2-4 shows the Packbot which was used for this research during an
endurance tests.
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Figure 2-4. The Packbot by iRobot - the smaller of the two robots tested – is shown here
completing the NIST endurance test.

Similar to the Talon, the Packbot is controlled remotely through an OCU shown in figure
2-5, but controls are in the form of two control pucks instead of joysticks. Input is achieved by
applying horizontal force, vertical force, or torque to the control pucks. Although this provides
precise and responsive feedback, the force needed to drive the Packbot led to driver wrist fatigue
after an hour of operation.
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Figure 2-5 The Packbot OCU allows for precise control of the Packbot due to 3-axis motion of
each of the cotnrol pucks.

2.2 NIST Endurance Test Specifications
Careful adherence to the specifications laid out by NIST is important to ensure that
results gathered in one area match any other arena built to the same specifications. Endurance
tests for this research were carried out on a replica testing arena constructed by former ARL
researcher Herschel Pangborn to specifications given in [3] and [4]. Further, following test
procedure ensures that results will not change between facilities or between operators.
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2.2.1 Arena Specifications
This document produced by NIST specifies that that the testing arena be 8’ x 24’ feet.
Cones or pylons are placed 8’ from the short walls to act as the center of each figure-8 loop as
seen in figure 2-6. Each lap is approximately 14m in total path length.

Figure 2-6 The NIST Endurance Test arena is 24’ by 8’ and designed to fit in a standard
shipping container.

The testing arena is made up of 24 half-ramp elements made of oriented strand board
(OSB) which have a footprint of 4’ by 2’ and an incline of 15° in order to simulate obstacles and
terrain variation. One such ramp element is shown in figure 2-7. When arranged accordingly,
these create six peaks along the length of the arena. The entire construction process is
documented in [4] and the final replica can be seen in figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-7 Twenty four of these NIST half ramp elements make up the floor of the NIST test
arena.

Figure 2-8 This replica arena at ARL was built to NIST specifications by former student
Herschel Pangborn [4].

2.2.2 Test Procedure
NIST also provides detailed specifications for carrying out each endurance test. To
perform an endurance test on the pitch/roll ramps, a robot fitted with power loggers is loaded
with full batteries and enters the arena through the bay door on the right side of figure 2-8. An
expert operator, defined as someone having reached a steady-state of high performance in
maneuvering the robot, then drives the robot along the figure-8 path shown in figure 2-6. While
driving it is important that the operator enter each end zone as defined by the last four feet of the
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arena on either side which are painted black and white in figure 2-8. A lap is only complete if the
center of the robot has entered each of these zones and gone around the cones in the correct
direction. This helps keep lap distance consistent and lessens the chance of the robot hitting the
cones or pylons while making tight turns. After each group of ten laps, the operator must dwell
for one minute and identify targets. Sets of ten laps are completed in alternating light and dark
conditions until the batteries are depleted at which point the preliminary test is complete. Power
data from the first 20 laps is used to cycle the batteries 100 times and the test is repeated again.
Using the number of laps, time for completion, and power data for each test, one can determine
the energy used per meter of travel, the endurance of the robot in terms of distance and time, and
the change in capacity after bench-top cycling.

2.3 Outdoor mission simulation
For this research, additional tests were created to link the results of the NIST endurance
test methods to expected endurance during a typical mission. Three outdoor courses were created
which are as follows: 50m straight driving, a 100m slalom course, and a figure-8 course of the
same size as the NIST test, but on flat ground. All tests were run on both asphalt and grass with
the exception of the figure-8 course. The tight turn radius was not possible on grass with the
robots available so this test could not be completed. A diagram of these tests at the ARL West II
facility is shown in figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9 The ARL West II Facility provides large areas of flat asphalt and grass to fit the
necessary test courses (Figure to scale).

The intent of these courses was that the different degrees of curvature and difference in
surfaces would require a variety of energy needs that would encompass the needs during a
typical mission. Using empirical data from the NIST test and these outdoor tests, correlations can
be made for robots not tested which may improve the prediction of mission endurance from the
NIST test alone. To aid in this extension to robots not tested, the speed and weight of the Talon
were varied for all tests to predict how data would change given a robot of different size or
speed.
The first test is the figure-8 on asphalt which is of the same dimensions as the NIST
endurance test method. Without the arena to keep the robot contained, cones were used at the
corners of the 8’ x 24’ area and to mark off the centers of the loops of the figure-8. This method
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was simple enough to navigate; however, there was a concern of straying out of the arena along
the long edge around turns and taking turns too tight which would yield a shorter lap distance
compared to the indoor test with the designated endzones. Thus, four more cones were used to
indicate the endzones and ropes were used along the long edge of the test area so that the
operator could see where the arena walls would be. The final set up is shown in figure 2-10.

Figure 2-10 The outdoor figure-8 is of the same shape as the NIST test and represents the highest
curvature course of those tested.

The second test is the slalom course whose average curvature is between the figure-8 and
straight driving. The course has five points which are passed on alternating sides, at which point
the robot turns around and does the same on the return trip. The course is designed to be 100m of
driving for which there were concerns of consistency. To fix this, radii were created around each
obstacle which the operator would follow and straight lines were included as the connecting lines
between circles. A diagram of this can be seen in figure 2-11. Using this combination of circles
and connecting lines and assuming a total distance of 100m, the five cones were placed 8.2m
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away from one another and the radii of each circle was 2.87m. Rather than relying on the
operator to keep a constant distance from the cones, the shape of the path was laid out on the
asphalt with duct tape squares approximately one meter apart. The same was done on grass with
dots of spray paint. These can be seen on the OCU of the robots and are easy to trace at all but
the fastest speeds. Cones were considered to mark off gates which the robot would have to pass
through, but not enough cones were available and the use of cones would greatly increase set up
time.

Figure 2-11: The Slalom course is made up of many circles with straight connecting lines to
produce a medium degree of curvature and 100m distance.

The final test was 50m of straight driving which had a relatively simple set up. This
configuration can be seen in figure 2-12. Two cones were placed 50m from each other which
acted as the start and end points. Two pairs of cones were set up at approximately the one-third
and two-thirds marks on the way from one end of the other, to act as drive-through gates. These
were needed because the cameras of the robots could not distinguish the end cone at 50m from
the other end.
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Figure 2-12 The straight driving course is the lowest curvature tested intended to isolate the
effects of speed and weight from curvature.

One issue that occurred with the straight driving course was that, unlike the other courses,
the start and end points were not the same and there was a change of elevation which was either
positive or negative depending on the direction of travel. This was not apparent by inspecting the
lot, but showed up in the data as a difference in consumption based on direction. To deal with
this, the robots were run in both directions and the energy consumption was averaged to give the
approximate energy use of flat ground.

2.4 Combined Testing Procedure
The goal of this project was to determine to what degree mission energy use and
endurance could be predicted by these same metrics from a standardized test. Thus, it was
necessary to have a standard operating procedure which would involve the NIST figure-8 course
and the simulated mission courses discussed earlier in this chapter. The first step in the testing
procedure was to get a standardized endurance measurement on the NIST figure-8 course. This
applies only to the Packbot since endurance data for the Talon was already available from an
earlier project involving the NIST replica arena at the ARL. Although the operator for those tests
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was not the same operator for the outdoor missions, this does not diminish the results of this
research. The NIST tests are designed to give meaningful, repeatable scores for each robot
regardless of operator. This is important since those who test the robots will most likely not be
the ones who rely on those robots in the field.
From this data, a mean number of laps and time to battery depletion was determined for
each robot. By assuming the standard lap length, an average value for energy per distance was
also found. The robots were then tested on the five outdoor courses a minimum of four times
each. From these a mean value for the energy per distance for each course was obtained which
could be compared to that from the NIST course. Multiple runs were needed to better identify
outliers, and account for variation in each run. Also, for the straight driving course, it was
especially important to have the same number of laps in each direction due to the change in
elevation. Although data was recorded continuously for the endurance tests, separate files for
each run were created for the outdoor tests. There are also separate files for power and GPS since
these were collected by different devices and could not be synchronized at run time. Creating
separate files for each run allowed power files and GPS files to be more easily matched by
comparing the lengths of each files and notes taken between each run.
Since the number of robots used in this research was limited to two, the weight and speed
of the Talon were changed in an attempt to extend the results to robots not tested. The standard
mass was defined to be the Talon base with the lead mast weight, four batteries with one to
power the GPS system, and the GPS system itself. When added together the mass of the Talon in
this configuration is 60.98 kg. Starting from the standard configuration, the mass of the Talon
was reduced by removing the mast weight, and one of the batteries to power the robot. Removing
this battery did not have an effect on the test results since the batteries were never depleted for
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the outdoor tests. In the “light” configuration, the Talon has a mass of 56.68 kg which is a 7%
reduction from the standard test mass. The heavy configuration consists of the standard mass
plus a 10 lb. (4.55 kg) weight and 3 batteries for a total of 7 batteries. In this “heavy”
configuration, the Talon has a mass of 69.79kg which is a 12% increase in mass from the
standard configuration.
The speed of the Talon was adjusted by the speed control knob in the OCU seen in figure
2-13. Speed settings are defined by the number of white segments passed in the clockwise
direction with zero being on the lower left of the knob. For these tests, only speed settings of 3.5
to 5.5 were used; because robots tend to be more efficient at higher speeds, low-speed tests
would not be a good indicator of endurance.

Figure 2-13 The Talon speed control knob (seen here at a setting of 5.5) is in the lower left
corner of the OCU
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From straight driving experiments it was determined that the true speed of the Talon
varies linearly with the speed setting. For this test, the Talon was driven 50m at speed settings
between 3.5 and 5.5 in increments of 0.5. The Talon was driven four times at each speed to
account for any difference between directions. GPS was used to determine the time and true
distance driven to find the average speed. This test also showed the accuracy to which an
operator could position the speed control knob each time. After the initial test to determine the
speed, the knob was set to 0 and the test was repeated for another 4 traversals. The difference in
mean velocity between each test agreed within 2 standard deviations of the mean velocity of
either test. Furthermore, using both data sets and assuming ideal placement for each, the linear
correlation between the speed control knob and the true speed was greater than 0.99 as can be
seen in figure 2-14. Also, from this correlation, the range of speeds in this experiment was from
0.441 m/s to 0.921 m/s.

Figure 2-14 The true speed of the Talon is linear with the speed setting on the OCU.

Although five speeds were used for the speed conversion test, only three were used for
the actual data collection and analysis: 3.5, 4.5, and 5.5. For each speed setting, the weight was
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also adjusted to light, standard, and heavy configurations for a total of nine data points for each
course. With five courses and a minimum of four runs for each combination of course and Talon
configuration, this procedure required a minimum of 360 runs. These runs along with the same
data for the Packbot total 400 runs as are shown on the overall test diagram in table 2-1.
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Table 2-1 Overall Test Data Table (Gray boxes represent data not taken).

Laps Completed per Battery
Time to Depletion (H:MM:SS)
Energy per Meter (J/m)

Weight

Weight

Weight

Weight

Weight

NIST Indoor Figure 8
Talon
136.7
3:40:02
463.07

Packbot
115
2:16:51
246.85

50 m Straight Driving on Asphalt (Joules per Meter)
Speed
Talon
Slow (3.5)
Standard (4.5)
Fast (5.5)
Light (56.68 kg)
177.4
151.9
136.2
Standard (60.98 kg)
188.3
158.7
144.3
Heavy (69.79 kg)
196.4
166.1
148.4
50 m Straight Driving on Grass (Joules per Meter)
Speed
Talon
Slow (3.5)
Standard (4.5)
Fast (5.5)
Light (56.68 kg)
200.3
168.4
Standard (60.98 kg)
213.0
178.2
165.3
Heavy (69.79 kg)
239.0
198.6
185.5
100 m Slalom on Asphalt (Joules per Meter)
Speed
Talon
Slow (3.5)
Standard (4.5)
Fast (5.5)
Light (56.68 kg)
200.0
167.1
154.6
Standard (60.98 kg)
209.6
168.3
157.7
Heavy (69.79 kg)
224.0
186.1
170.4
100 m Slalom on Grass (Joules per Meter)
Speed
Talon
Slow (3.5)
Standard (4.5)
Light (56.68 kg)
264.7
229.4
Standard (60.98 kg)
Heavy (69.79 kg)
Figure 8 on Asphalt (Joules per Meter)
Speed
Talon
Slow (3.5)
Standard (4.5)
Light (56.68 kg)
212.6
179.6
Standard (60.98 kg)
256.5
213.9
Heavy (69.79 kg)
269.8
228.5

Fast (5.5)
207.4
212.9

Fast (5.5)
171.7
201.1
216.4

Packbot
102.28

Packbot
134.86

Packbot
118.98

Packbot
159.67

Packbot
150.38
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All of these runs were performed by an expert operator according to NIST specifications.
In this case, an expert operator is defined as one who is no longer showing signs of learning and
improvement. Each expert operator may have a different skill level, but requiring expertise and
using the same operator across tests helps to control any effect that the order of the tests may
have on the efficiency. Without this condition is place, changes in energy consumption may
represent the operator learning as opposed to true changes in the energy requirements of the
different courses. This was especially important for the Packbot in the figure-8 course. The
Packbot was very ill-suited to this environment – it had significant slip on the turns, which made
getting a reliable endurance metric difficult. Over 1000 “practice” laps were driven over the
course of two weeks before the energy use finally leveled out.
One final note to make about the test procedure is that for all tests the robot was teleoperated. That is, the operator did not have a line of sight to the robot and all visual feedback
came from the OCU and not from directly observing the robot. This ensures that the conclusions
from these tests are relevant to a real mission scenario, and also follows the test procedure
prescribed in the NIST endurance Test Method. In a real mission, the operator will usually not
have a line of sight to the robot which is especially true for search and rescue operations. This
makes driving more difficult as the operator must make decisions based only on the first-person
view of the robot. This was ensured during the ramp test by the high walls of the testing arena.
When sitting near the testing arena, the walls are about eye level as shown in figure-2-15 which
does not allow the operator to see the robot at any time. For all outdoor courses, the operator
faced away from the robot to prevent a line of sight as shown in figure 2-16.
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Figure 2-15 Due to the high walls of the NIST test arena, the operator must rely on the OCU to
operate the robot.

Figure 2-16 For the outdoor courses the operator faced away from the robot to avoid visual
guidance.
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Chapter 3 Data Collection Methods
The analyses of this thesis require power measurements and estimation of distance to
determine energy per distance. The specific hardware and software that was used for data
collection is described below, but there are many other solutions which would provide sufficient
results.

3.1 Power Data
In order to determine the energy use of the robots, it was necessary to know the power
consumption at all points during the test. A data logger developed by ARL shown in figure 3-1
was used on the robots to measure the current and voltage at a rate of 1000Hz. During a test
these values are written to a comma-separated values file on a removable USB thumb drive to be
processed later. Using the current and voltage at each point, the power is determined by
multiplying these values and the total energy can be obtained by integrating the power values.

Figure 3-1 Logger boxes were used to log power for all tests. These are roughly the size of a
deck of cards.
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3.1.1 Power Logger Attachment
To measure all of the power which the robot is consuming, the power loggers must be
placed in the circuit immediately between the batteries and the robot as shown in figure 3-2.
These loggers measure both the battery voltage and current and therefore require power and
ground for both input and output. At each of these connections is an Anderson power pole which
allows for a quick and secure attachment.
On the Talon adding this power logger was simple since all of the power is directed
through a single cord which had a built-in detachment point. A 16-pin connector was spliced
with the power lines attached to Anderson poles. This allows the logger box to be attached and
detached without permanent modification to the Talon. With this solution however, there is no
mounting point for the box; the logger box had to be loosely stored in the body of the Talon.

Figure 3-2 To measure the power correctly, the boxes must be placed in series immediately
between the batteries and the robot.
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Using power loggers on the Packbot was more difficult for a couple reasons. The first of
these is that the accessible power lines are separate for each battery. Thus, two boxes were
needed to measure the power coming from each battery separately. Second is that the standard
location of the batteries inside the robot tracks did not provide enough room for a spliced
connector as with the Talon. The standard battery location can be seen in figure 3-3, but due to
this limitation, batteries were instead placed in the cargo bay with connections to the standard
connectors inside the tracks. Logger boxes were attached along these wires and also placed in the
cargo bay. To prevent motion of the batteries, a metal strap was created and screwed into the
frame of the Packbot. This stopped motion vertically, but did not stop motion laterally. Also the
boxes were free to move in the cargo bay which increased the chance of disconnection. To
combat this, tape was used to hold the batteries against the wall and a foam box was created to
house the logger boxes. This box was attached to the battery strap with Velcro and taped to the
batteries during testing which provided a secure attachment. This arrangement can be seen in
figure 3-4 along with the logger box housing.

Figure 3-3 Batteries are normally inserted on the inside of each of the main tracks, but were
moved into cargo bay to install boxes.
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Figure 3-4 Batteries were moved into the cargo bay of the Packbot (LEFT) and a housing was
created to reduce vibration on the boxes (RIGHT).

3.1.2 Issues with Logger Boxes
The first of two issues with power logging was the problem of data synchronization. As
the boxes do not have wireless communication, it is not possible to log data remotely and
synchronize this with other data. To deal with this, MATLAB scripts were written to find the
beginning and end of a run based on available logged power data. On the Talon, there was only
GPS data available for synchronization, so a similar script was written to find the start and end
time based on position. This process gave total run times which differed by fewer than two
seconds on most runs which is a reasonable range. The Packbot did not have GPS data due to
mounting difficulties, but synchronizing two logger boxes using this method gave similar
synchronization challenges. One reason for this is that the Packbot does not split energy
consumption evenly for both batteries. Thus, code which identifies start position based on energy
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data may not identify a start until sufficient current is drawn from each battery. This code is
described in more detail in chapter 4.
The second hindrance to power data collection was the issue of static discharge. As the
robot drives around, slipping of the tracks builds up a static charge which can be discharged
when the robot touches metal or the operator. The boxes are very sensitive to this discharge and
will reset if the amount of discharge is great enough (about the amount which can be felt by a
person). When this occurs, up to a minute of data can be lost from the end of the run due to the
lost data from the cache writing to the internal flash drive. By analyzing data sets from runs in
which the box reset, it was found that data is written to the disk every 60.5 seconds with an error
of 0.04 seconds. When the box is reset, all data which was recorded after the last save point is
lost. Figure 3-5 shows a histogram of the file lengths of failed runs from Talon figure-8 tests on
asphalt. The bin size used to make this histogram was 100 samples or 0.1 seconds which shows
the highly clustered nature of the file lengths. It should be noted that the peak at 302,000 samples
– or five minutes and 2 seconds at 1000 Hz sampling rate – is particularly prominent since most
of the runs were just over five minutes, and thus the operator is most likely to touch the robot at
this time to cause a static discharge.
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Figure 3-5 File lengths of failed runs are highly clustered around certain lengths.

Files which were incomplete due to static discharge are easily identifiable during data
processing since, unlike a completed file which is recorded beyond the point where a robot stops
motion, corrupted files have no period of low power consumption at the end of the file. In a
normal run, this pause in consumption would represent the time between when the robot stops
driving and when the operator stops logging data. Figure 3-6 shows a comparison between a
complete file in the top graph and a corrupted log file in the bottom graph. Note how the
complete file has periods of idle power draw at the beginning and the end of the file, while the
corrupted file ends without a change in the power profile. In these graphs, the gray box indicates
the time in which the robot was moving as identified by the MATLAB script, a process which
will be explained in more detail in chapter 4. When no stop point can be found, the default is set
to the last data point and the error flag is set to true. This allows for corrupted data to be
identified quickly in large data sets.
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Figure 3-6 Box resets can be identified when the period of motion (gray box) extends to the end
of the file as seen in the bottom as opposed to the top plot.
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Fortunately, a solution to this problem was easy to find once the source of the data loss
was identified. From experimentation, the most effective method was to stop logging with an
insulated object such as a pencil eraser and then touch the robot arm to discharge safely. Using
this method the percentage of corrupted data runs decreased from roughly 40% to less than 5%.

3.2 Position Data
Position data was needed to calculate the total distance travelled for each of the outdoor
courses and ensure that the operator was consistent between runs. For later analysis, this position
data was used to calculate instantaneous values of the curvature in order to quantitatively
compare each of the three courses. For this research the position data was obtained using GPS.

3.2.1 GPS Hardware
Position information was obtained by a system isolated from that of the power logging
and made up of the following hardware: two GPS antennas, two batteries, two radios, an Xsens
motion and attitude detector, and a BeagleBone Black computer. Two GPS stations were used to
increase the precision of the system with one of these on the Talon and another base station at a
known surveyed location to provide corrections. The base station required only an antenna,
battery, and radio while the station on the Talon was made up of these same components plus the
Xsens and BeagleBone. The system on the Talon was mounted to a metal plate which attaches
above the right track near the front of the robot and the battery was placed in the body of the
Talon just below the rear-facing camera. The positioning system is shown in figure 3-7, except
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for the battery and the Xsens which is just out of frame on the aluminum plate in the lower left.
The base station and its location with respect to the ARL West II facility are shown in figure 3-7.

Figure 3-7 A combination of GPS on the Talon (TOP) and base station (BOTTOM) allows for
precision within 3cm (satellite image source: PASDA)

Raw latitude and longitude data was obtained by Hemisphere A325 GPS antennas which
are the white dome-shaped object at the top of each system in 3-7. This antenna weighs only 1.2
lbs. but has a diameter of 5.71 inches which made mounting difficult. A single antenna can
determine position in 3 dimensions to an accuracy of 60cm (24 inches) by using differential
corrections such as WAAS. This error was too great for this analysis since this is roughly the
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length of the Talon itself. For this reason, a differential GPS (DGPS) base station was used onsite in Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) mode to reduce 2-sigma position error to as little as 3cm.
Although the measurements obtained from this system are very accurate, DGPS data was limited
to only outdoor tests using the Talon. The size and weight of the system made mounting it to the
Packbot impractical and GPS data could not be taken indoors since the antennas require a line of
site to satellites
The use of two GPS antennas requires communication between the two for real-time
corrections. For this, two Freewave radios were used. One of these can be seen below in figure 38.These are also shown in figure 3-7 behind the network bridge and on the ground near the base
station. These radios transfer serial information at speeds up to 115 kbps at a range of 20 miles
which is more than enough for the requirements of this research.

Figure 3-8 Two Freewave radios were used to send GPS data from the base station to the Talon.

Although not necessary to obtain GPS position, an Xsens motion sensor was needed to
obtain the heading and center position of the Talon and can be seen in figure 3-9. This is
important since it is the center of the robot which the operator is concerned with when attempting
to follow a path. Due to the limited mounting options, the GPS antenna was mounted above the
front right corner of the Talon. If this off-center mounting position is not corrected for, this
skews graphs and gives an inaccurate estimate of distance when this data is plotted. An example
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of this skew can be seen in figure 3-10 which shows the position information without correction
for the Talon on the asphalt figure-8 course. A diagram of the Talon with the approximate
mounting point of the GPS (white circle) has been added along with the heading of the Talon at
each point and the cones which made up the centers of the figure-8 loops. In figure 3-10 the
upper loop is a left-hand turn for which the position of the GPS antenna is on the outside of the
path of the center of the robot. This causes the path as measured by the GPS to appear larger than
the true radius. The opposite is true for the lower loop around which the Talon is making a right
hand turn. In this case the antenna is on the inside of the turn with respect to the center of the
robot and the apparent radius is smaller than the true radius. The process by which the Xsens was
used to correct for this is described in detail in sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.

Figure 3-9 An Xsens motion detector was used to determine heading of the Talon.
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Figure 3-10 Off-center mounting point of the GPS leads to skewed plots of Talon position.

The last components of this GPS system are the BeagleBone Black computer and
network devices. The BeagleBone Black is a single-board computer about the size of a credit
card and can be seen in figure 3-11. The board on the Talon is running Ubuntu-ARM 14.04, a
stripped down version of the standard Ubuntu 14.04 operating system without a graphical user
interface. Also running on the board is the Jade distribution of the Robotic Operating System or
ROS. ROS is a command line interface which allows for communication between nodes on a
single computer or network. During each run, two nodes are running to handle GPS and Xsens
data. These are stored in BAG files which are ROS’s proprietary format for logging data to be
played back later. The BeagleBone Black has HDMI and USB ports to use a monitor and
keyboard; however, the use of monitor and keyboard was not an option for remote tests which
involve starting and stopping data recording for each run. Instead, a second computer running
Ubuntu with a graphical user interface was used to control the BeagleBone through a secure-
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shell (ssh) command. A connection was established by plugging the laptop into a wireless router
and connecting the BeagleBone to a wireless network bridge. Using the laptop has the added
benefit of allowing transfer of the data files (BAG file formats) off of the BeagleBone which has
very limited storage.

Figure 3-11 The BeagleBone Black computer for position and heading measurements is about
the size of a credit card.

3.2.2 ROS Data Collection Nodes
Data collection was handled by four ROS nodes; two of these were written for this
project and the other two are included nodes which are necessary for all data collection in ROS.
The GPS node reads serial messages from the specified port which include the latitude,
longitude, altitude, velocity vector, and other information in binary format. The messages also
include a header which identifies each piece of data and a time stamp which includes the exact
time which the message was created. The node then publishes these messages to the GPS topic
for other nodes to have access to this data. Similarly, the Xsens node publishes messages
containing heading, rotation rates and other information to its own topic. The source code for
these two nodes can be found in appendix A. In order for ROS nodes to communicate with each
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other, a ROS master node must be running somewhere in the network. The role of this node is to
facilitate communication between other nodes on the network. When a node first attempts to
publish to a topic it advertises that information to the master node which takes note of the node
name and topic name. Next, if a node attempts to subscribe to that topic, the master node will be
notified and search its list of topics for the requested topic. Once it finds a match, it will send the
address of the subscriber node to the publisher node and vice versa. After the connection has
been established, the two nodes send information directly rather than through the master. The last
node which is running during GPS logging is the rosbag record node. This node subscribes to all
specified nodes and writes the data to a BAG file. These BAG files contain all of the messages
which were published during the recording. These raw BAG files are in unreadable binary form;
however, they can be played back later to simulate the original data collection or parsed in ROS
to separate out the data streams. The code for the master node and rosbag nodes are not presented
in this thesis, as they are included in any installation of ROS.
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Chapter 4 Analysis and Results
Next to gathering the data, processing it was the most time-consuming part of this
research. Over four hundred runs were recorded, each with at least one power file and each Talon
runs also having a GPS file. All of the code used for this analysis is described below and the
source is found in appendix A.

4.1 Power Data Processing
To obtain measurements for the amount of energy needed per meter, it first was
necessary to find the total amount of energy used by the robot during each run. A MATLAB
script was written to take the current and voltage data from the comma-separated variable files
off the disk and determine this metric for each file from a set of runs. The first step in this
algorithm is to open the file and read in all of the data after the heading into a data matrix. It
should be noted that logging will occasionally stop in the middle of a row which will result in
mismatched column lengths. To deal with this, the files are first fed through another script which
checks mid-row data stops, and fills in zeros where data is missing at the end of the file. Once a
matrix is created for the data, the columns representing current and voltage at each point are then
multiplied to get a value for power at each time and the results are plotted. For an example of this
from the Talon, refer to figure 3-6.
In order to get an accurate measurement of the energy consumed, it is important not to
include the time in which the Talon is idle as this adds an inconsistent amount of time and energy
to each data set. Instead, only energy used during motion and the duration of that motion was
considered. In figure 3-6, the Talon is idle for the first and last 25 seconds of the run. Even
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during this time, the power draw is about 40 W which is about 25% of the amount used during
motion. In this case, these sections account for 2kJ of extra energy.
To remove the effect of these sections, the start and stop points of each run had to be
identified. Although this could be done manually, the large number of runs per day made an
automatic solution much more practical and turned out to be just as accurate. The script first
estimates the idle power use of the robot by taking the mean and standard deviation of the first
50 power measurements. This represents only 1/20th of a second and it is assumed that the
operator is not driving during this time. The script then finds the first index for which the power
usage was more than 10 standard deviations away from this mean. A smaller standard deviation
would have worked as well, but some runs had minor spikes from initial turning which were not
meant to be included in the test. The same conditions are applied to find the last index outside of
this range which represents the end of motion for that run. In figure 3-6 the times at which these
events are identified mark the boundaries of the gray box which matches the observed motion
window quite well. This code is also able to identify runs in which the box reset which are
determined by the time between when the robot stops moving and when the logger box stops
recording. If this time is less than 100 samples or 0.1 seconds, a flag is raised indicating a
corrupted data file. After the motion period is identified, the power data is trimmed to include
only motion data, and the mean is taken which is represented by the horizontal black line in
figure 3-6. Net energy is next determined by taking the integral of the power data using the
trapezoidal method.
A separate script was written to process power data for the Packbot which was identical
to the one described above; however, each Packbot run has two files. For these, each file is
processed separately and the final results are added together to get the power and energy for the
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whole robot. Using this method, the duration of each run as determined by this algorithm
differed by less than two seconds for all runs. This difference is due to the fact that the power is
not evenly distributed between the two batteries. When two batteries are placed in a single side
of the Packbot as was the case for this research, the Packbot uses the rear battery much more
until this battery depletes. This effect can be seen in figure 4-1. Note that the batteries were
changed after 10 runs when the rear battery was depleted. This is why the rear battery
consumption increases again at this point.

Figure 4-1 The Packbot draws much more power from the front battery (note that both batteries
were replaced after 10 laps).
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4.2 GPS Data Processing to Determine Path Length
Starting from the BAG files generated by the BeagleBone, the first step to determine path
length is to parse the BAG files to extract the data in the messages. Due to the fact that the BAG
files are stored in binary form, the parsing script must use ROS-specific API. Thus the parsing
could only be done on Ubuntu since ROS is not compatible with windows. This step could be
performed on any computer running Ubuntu including the secondary laptop; however, to
decrease time, a desktop with much more processing power was used. At this point, the different
topics were parsed and the messages were written to text files. A separate text file was created
for each run and each different type of message. The script which handles this parser is found in
Appendix B.
After the text files are generated by the ROS parsing script, they are fed into more
parsing scripts written in MATLAB to generate the data matrices. The main script is used to call
the individual parsers which each scan through the directory for text files matching their
respective message types. For the data contained in the BAG files for this research, only the GPS
and Xsens parsers are needed. This data is then saved to be used for position plotting and
distance calculations.
These text files give the position in latitude, longitude, altitude; these must first be
converted to meters from the base station in the East, North, and vertical directions. Code was
provided by the Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center to convert from latitude and
longitude to WGS84 XYZ coordinates. This coordinate system is the standard for GPS systems
and represents position with respect to the center of mass of the earth. XYZ coordinates are
determined for the GPS base station using the same method and subtracted from those of the
Talon to obtain a displacement vector. This vector is then rotated by the latitude and longitude
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degree measurements of the base station to normalize the distance vector and place the base
station at the origin in the new frame. For this transformation, it is assumed that the local area in
which the Talon is driven can be approximated as a plane. Given that the Talon is within 200m
of the base station at all times during these tests, the error created by this approximation is
negligible.
As with the power, the periods in which the robot are stationary must be removed from
the data to obtain an accurate result for the distance travelled. Although the GPS system is
accurate to 3cm, this is a significant amount of noise for the sake of distance calculations. While
the Talon is stationary, differentiating the position given by the GPS will yield non-zero velocity
due to this noise. Taking the mean of this false velocity for the period of the run during which the
Talon is not moving gives a value of about 4cm per second, which for these runs could add up to
half a meter if included in the final distance calculation.
A moving mean and standard deviation were used to determine the start and stop times.
For this data, when compared to the power data, the stationary noise was much larger and so a
different method was used. A moving buffer of 20 samples was used to determine the local mean
and standard deviation of the GPS speed. A new metric was created which was a linear
combination of these two values at each point. Due to the inclusion of the moving standard
deviation, this parameter jumps significantly when the robot changes speed. The first and last
instances for which this value is above a certain threshold value are then taken to be the
approximate start and stop time. The start and stop times are shown in figure 4-2 by the edges of
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the gray box along with the green line which represents this parameter and the dotted black line
which represents the threshold for motion detection.

Figure 4-2 The period of motion (gray box) of the robot can be accurately determined from GPS
velocity by setting a threshold on local mean and standard deviation.

Using the moving buffer has two benefits over the method used for power. The first is
that it decreases the noise of the signal which is much larger for the GPS compared to the power
measurements. This method also allows the local standard deviation to be calculated which is
used as a secondary indicator of motion and especially useful for determining where the speed
changes. Similar to the method for power use, the automation of this process increases the speed
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of data processing as a whole without sacrificing accuracy. When compared to the duration
determined from power measurements, the error is generally less than two seconds.

4.2.1 Calculating Heading Bias
Due to the magnetic sensors used to determine heading, the Xsens has an inheirant bias
which must be accounted for to obtain an accurate heading measurement. This bias can be
caused by any nearby metal which may alter the shape of the magnetic field. There is also a
deviation between magnetic north and true north which varies with location. Fortunately the bias
produced by these effects is constant and can be lessened in post-process.
First, the measurement was compared to an approximate heading calculated from the
position data. A velocity vector was determined by taking the difference in position as measured
by GPS between each data point and the one before it and dividing by the time step. This is
known as the finite difference method which is the discrete approximation of differentiation.
Assuming that there is a small yaw rate and negligable slipping in the y direction, the direction of
this velocity vector should match the heading of the Talon. One problem with this method is that
differentiation increases the noise of a signal and the GPS data is already much noisier than the
heading obtained from the Xsens. This approximation is much noisier than the measurements
from the Xsens, but is not as susceptible to bias.
In this case, the bias is in the form of an angle so the rotation needed to match the
heading measured by the XSens to that of the GPS-based heading must be determined. Since this
rotation is similar to modular addition, both clockwise and counterclockwise biases had to be
considered.
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Two methods were used for this due to each being susceptible to error during a narrow
band of biases. For the first, the clockwise and counter-clockwise rotations between the Xsens
heading and the GPS heading are calculated at each sample. The angle of smaller magnitude is
recorded and after the loop has traversed the period of motion the average of these (with counterclockwise angles positive and clockwise angles negative) is taken to be the first estimation of the
bias. This method gives reasonable estimates of the bias except for a small range of biases
around 180°. For these cases, the clockwise and counterclockwise rotations are of similar
magnitude and, due to the noise, both directions are likely to appear in the average. Including
positive and negative biases in the average yields a bias much smaller in magnitude than the true
bias of approximately 180°. For example +179° and -177° would add to -2° using this method
and not -178° which actually lies between these two angles. For the second method, the
clockwise and counterclockwise rotations between the Xsens and GPS heading are both recorded
for each sample. After the loop, the average of the clockwise rotations and counter-clockwise
rotations are taken separately and the smaller of these is taken to be the bias. This method fails to
calculate the bias correctly when the bias is relatively small since this method assumes that the
direction of smaller rotation will be the same for all points. When the bias is small, calculating
the average clockwise and counter-clockwise rotation gives two nonzero values which are a
result of the noise. Since the bias cannot be both small and near 180°, one of these methods will
always give an accurate estimate of the bias. After determining a bias value from each method,
these are subtracted from the Xsens heading and the average magnitude of the error between the
resulting headings and those calculated from the GPS is determined for each. Since the goal in
finding the bias is to reduce the average error between the Xsens heading and the GPS heading,
the method which gives the smaller error is assumed to give the correct bias.
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Using this combination of methods to find the bias gave a close match for each of the
GPS files tested. One example of this for a slalom course is given in figure 4-3 in which the red
line represents the heading from the Xsens after the bias has been accounted for. Vertical lines
which span the range represent points at which the heading crossed from –180° to +180° or vice
versa. It is only at these points where the headings appear to disagree although this is due to the
modulus behavior of angles. The top-most and bottom-most values on this graph represent the
same heading. Thus, this algorithm accounts for the bias exactly as expected and gives the
heading with the accuracy of the GPS measurements and the precision of the Xsens.

Figure 4-3 After the bias is accounted for, the Xsens agrees with the GPS approximation
however the Xsens signal is much less noisy.
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One problem with the Xsens is that its sensors are susceptible to drift which causes the
accuracy of the measurement to degrade over time. An example of a run in which this was
significant is shown in figure 4-4. The heading determined by the Xsens is too far counterclockwise towards the beginning of the run and too far clockwise towards the end due to this
drift. The error between the two headings reaches a maximum of about 18° towards the end of
the run which, due to angular error in the GPS antenna position relative to the robot’s body,
introduces a position error of up to 12 cm constant bias. This is less than the 38.5 cm error which
was present from the GPS mounting point, but still quite large. One possible way to reconcile
this would be to break the data up into segments and perform the bias-detection algorithm on
each to determine the drift over the run; however, this was not included in the code since this
only occurred in a small number of the runs.

Figure 4-4 In a small number of runs, the Xsens signal drifted significantly.
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4.2.2 Correcting For the Mounting Position of the GPS Antenna
After the robot’s heading is determined, a coordinate transform is applied to each DGPS data
point to obtain the center position of the robot. To perform this shift, one needs to know the
position of the antenna in body-fixed coordinates and the transformation between body-fixed
coordinates and global coordinates. The first of these is trivial since the position of the GPS
antenna with respect to the Talon is constant. To find this one only needs the measurements from
the center of the robot to the GPS antenna along the x and y axes of the robot. In SAE
convention, the x axis of a vehicle is the primary direction of motion which points from the
center of the robot to the claw for the Talon. The y axis is then 90° clockwise from the x axis
when viewed from above. These are shown in figure 4-5 along with the global X and Y axes.
The vector from the center of the Talon to the GPS is shown in green. The x and y components
are shown in red and blue respectively and have been measured to be 9.25” and 12”. It is
important to take note of the distinction between capital and lower case letters for these two
coordinate systems. Furthermore, the orientation of the X and Y axes is arbitrary as long as the Y
axis is clockwise from the X, however this analysis uses North and East for simplicity. For the
transformation between these two coordinate systems it is necessary to know the angle ψ heading
of the robot which comes from the Xsens and the corrections described earlier. Using this angle,
the transformation from body-fixed coordinates to these global coordinates is as shown below.
Here the lower case x and y denote the measurements in body-fixed coordinates and the capital
X and Y represent the vector in global coordinates.
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Figure 4-5 The angle ψ and magnitudes of blue and red vectors are needed for the frame shift
from GPS position to Talon center.

After finding the vector in global coordinates at each data point, this was subtracted from
the measured DGPS position to find the center position of the robot at each data point. An
example of this correction applied to a figure-8 run can be seen below in figure 4-6. These
represent the same data set; however, the left shows the true position of the GPS and the right
shows the position of the center of the Talon as determined by the frame shift described here.
One can see from this that the correction yields center positions of the Talon which would be
expected by an observer. Each of the loops is roughly the same size and shape and any difference
is most likely due to preference of the operator of one direction over the other.
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Figure 4-6 Using the center position of the Talon (RIGHT) gives a much more accurate
representation of the figure-8 than the GPS position (LEFT).

4.3 Comparison of Ramps to Outdoor Courses
With accurate measurements of energy and distance where it is applicable, the power and
cost of transport for the different conditions can be compared to those from the NIST Endurance
Test Method. For these comparisons, only the standard weight and speed of the Talon were
considered as these were the conditions during the endurance test which was carried out by ARL
researcher Jesse Pentzer.

4.3.1 Power Comparison between Ramps and Outdoor Courses
The first aspect of comparison is the power consumption of each robot on different
surfaces and courses. The average power used are shown below in figure 4-7 and Table 4-1.
Error bars on these plots represent the 99.7% confidence intervals or three standard deviations
from the mean. Unfortunately the standard deviation of the Talon on the NIST ramps was not
available as this power data was obtained from earlier work. This average power was taken from
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two endurance tests which were 100 laps each so it can be assumed that the standard deviation is
relatively small due to the sample size as is the case with the Packbot ramp value.

Figure 4-7 Power comparison of ramps to outdoor courses

Table 4-1 Power Comparison of Ramps to Outdoor Courses

Robot
Talon

Packbot

Course
Ramps
Figure-8 Asphalt
Slalom Asphalt
Straight Asphalt
Straight Grass
Slalom Grass
Ramps
Figure-8 Asphalt
Slalom Asphalt
Straight Asphalt
Straight Grass
Slalom Grass

Power (W)
186.90
146.89
118.22
105.86
114.96
156.08
106.60
107.00
107.61
99.00
129.87
132.04

Stdev Power (W)
Unknown
3.30
1.32
8.44
1.17
2.45
1.20
3.26
2.90
4.78
2.61
11.08

% of Ramp Power
100.00
78.59
63.25
56.64
61.51
83.51
100.00
100.38
100.95
92.87
121.83
123.86
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According to these results the Talon performed as expected with the ramp runs having the
highest power consumption. This is because the ramps are designed to be particularly strenuous
on the robots and thus these tests give conservative estimates of the power consumption during a
real mission. It is unlikely that there will be a terrain which the Talon will come across that
requires a higher power consumption than the ramps, perhaps with the exception of very steep
hills.
This was not the case for the Packbot however. The power required to traverse the ramps
was on the low end of the values gathered from the six courses with only straight asphalt
consuming less power than the ramps. The reason for this is that the Packbot performed far
poorer on the ramps than on any of the other relatively flat courses. Due to its rigid construction,
the Packbot would only make contact at a few points when going around a turn inside a trough
which led to a very low transfer of power to the ground. An example of this can be seen in figure
4-8. When this occurred, the tracks would experience a lot of slip which led to an overall
increase in the time to complete each lap and thus a decrease in average power.
Knowing the difficulty that both robots had with the ramp course, one can determine that
the power consumption used by each robot on the NIST endurance test will not correlate to that
of outdoor courses in the same way for different robots.
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Figure 4-8 When turning in a trough, the Packbot only makes contact on a small portion of its
base causing a large amount of slip.

4.3.2 Energy per Distance Comparison of Ramps and Outdoor Courses
When using energy per distance is calculated as the comparison metric instead of power,
the correlation between testing domains is much stronger. This metric ignores the time that the
robot took to complete the course which is important in the case of the Packbot on ramps. The
results of this comparison are shown in figure 4-9 and table 4-2. Note that the ramps are now the
most strenuous for both the Talon and Packbot. Furthermore, the ranking of the energy per
distance is consistent between the Talon and the Packbot.
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Figure 4-9 Energy per distance comparison of ramps and outdoor courses

Table 4-2 Power Comparison of Ramps to Outdoor Courses
Robot

Course

Talon

Ramps
Figure-8 Asphalt
Slalom Asphalt
Straight Asphalt
Straight Grass
Slalom Grass
Ramps
Figure-8 Asphalt
Slalom Asphalt
Straight Asphalt
Straight Grass
Slalom Grass

Packbot

Energy/Distan
ce (J/m)
463.07
213.90
168.30
158.70
178.20
229.40
246.85
150.39
118.98
102.28
134.87
159.68

Stdev E/D (J/m)
Unknown
4.60
0.90
13.18
2.30
3.48
10.40
1.74
3.04
3.91
2.67
5.05

% of Ramp E/D
100.00
46.19
36.34
34.27
38.48
49.54
100.00
60.92
48.20
41.44
54.64
64.69

From the graph, one can see that the energy per distance for the Packbot is roughly
proportional to that of the Talon for each course with the exception of the ramps. By dividing the
energy per distance of the Packbot by that of the Talon, one sees that the Packbot uses about 65
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to 75% of the energy per meter that the Talon does for the same course. Doing the same for the
ramps, the Packbot uses only 53% of the energy per meter that the Talon used which is outside
the expected range given the error bars. This is not explained by the slippage of the Packbot
since the extra time the Packbot spends making turns in the figure-8 course would only increase
its energy consumption relative to the Talon. Instead, this is more likely a result of the pitch of
the ramps which was not present in any of the other courses. That is, the Talon uses
proportionally more energy on the ramps than the Packbot because it is much heavier and the
rapid changes in pitch lead to greater inefficiencies.
The last metric which could have been considered is cost of transport. However, in this
case, cost of transport does not provide any more insight than the energy per distance metric. The
cost of transport of a vehicle is equal to the power divided by the mass, and again divided by the
velocity. When considered over the entire run, this is simply the energy per distance divided by
the mass of each robot. Since the mass was held constant for each of these robots, there would
still be a discrepancy between the ramps and the other courses when considering the cost of
transport ratio. Thus, the most accurate correlations which can be obtained from these results are
those found in the rightmost column of Table 4-2. In future work, better correlations could be
determined by taking into account the effects of weight and pitch variation on the energy
consumption.

4.4. Comparison of Power and Cost of Transport for Various Parameters

In order to use the results of the previous section to predict power consumption under
other conditions, all of the runs considered in the previous section were repeated with variations
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to the speed and weight of the Talon. The metrics of performance for this analysis are power and
cost of transport. The cost of transport was used instead of energy per distance because this
analysis deals with the variation of speed and weight, unlike the last section in which these were
held constant for each robot. This section also covers the effects of the average curvature of a
path on the energy requirements of that path.

4.4.1 Comparison of Various Speeds
The first parameter of consideration is speed. During a mission the robot will not always
be travelling at a constant speed. There are times where the operator may have to sacrifice
efficiency for safety by slowing down such as in a small hallway or when traversing rubble. In
these cases, the results of the previous chapter will not be able to accurately predict the power
consumption of the robots. Thus, it is important to have data at other speeds to extrapolate the
results of the previous chapter and generate better predictions in these scenarios. During this
research, the Talon was tested at 3 different speeds which were approximately 0.441 m/s 0.667
m/s, and 0.921 m/s. These are the true speeds which correspond to the speed settings of 3.5, 4.5,
and 5.5 on the Talon OCU. For the remainder of this analysis, these speeds will be denoted by
their speed setting except for plots and equations. Furthermore, the setting of 4.5 will be
hereafter considered the standard speed as this is the speed which was used for the NIST
endurance tests.
The results of these tests are shown below with figure 4-10 showing the effect of speed
on power and figure 4-11 showing the effects of speed on cost of transport. In each of these
plots, data is spread out in the x-direction for the sake of clarity. All points at similar x values
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should be assumed to be at the same speeds. Also, error bars represent the 99.7% confidence
intervals for these values. Each of the lines represents the same testing condition at each of the
three speeds. For example, the topmost line represents the Talon tested on the figure-8 course on
asphalt in the heavy configuration (69.79 kg).

Figure 4-10 Data from the Talon shows that power varies linearly with speed for all courses.
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Figure 4-11 Effect of Speed Variation on Cost of Transport.

From these graphs one can see that the required power increases with speed, and the cost of
transport decreases with increasing speed, both of which are to be expected. Each of the lines is
linear within the error bars; however, the slope of each varies between 100.3 W/(m/s) and 191.5
W/(m/s) - nearly a 100% increase in slope. In figure 4-10 the lines appear to converge to the left
of the plot. Interestingly, when the lines of best fit are plotted for each of the sets, they are closest
to each other a speed of 0.022m/s which is very near stationary. This was determined by
performing a regression on each of the sets and taking the standard deviation of the power values
estimated by the regression lines for each speed value. This can be seen in figure 4-12 which
shows all of the regression lines as well as the mean and standard deviation of the regression
lines for each speed value. It can be assumed that this convergence occurs around a speed of
0m/s. The fact that these linear power models converge near zero is an indication that the lines
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are not only linear, but also that they all have a similar y-intercept. Since that y-intercept is the
same for all runs regardless of configuration, once it is known, only one power value is needed at
each configuration to fully define the curve for that configuration. Fortunately, the y-intercepts
of these lines correspond to the stationary power draw of the Talon: a value which was
incidentally recorded at the beginning and end of each power file. In figure 4-12, the orange line
represents the mean of all of the power values for each speed. Assuming agreement at 0m/s, the
lines collectively predict a stationary power draw of 34.04W. This is remarkably close to the true
value of the stationary power of 34.74 W which was determined by taking the mean of the first
1000 samples (1s) of each of the runs included.

Figure 4-12 Using different configurations to predict stationary power
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This means that, for the Talon, the power at any speed for a particular configuration can
be predicted from a single run of that configuration with decent accuracy. If power data logging
begins at least a few moments before the operator starts driving, one only needs to find the power
draw when the Talon is stationary, the power draw when the robot is moving, and the speed at
which the Talon is moving. Further, by assuming a linear relationship between speed and power,
only the average speed and average power are needed to find the slope.
The proof that average speed and power is sufficient to determine the parameters starts
with the fact that energy is the integral of power over a period of time or 𝐸 = ∫ 𝑃(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡. By
assuming the linear power model P(t) can be replaced by a linear function of the velocity or
mv(t)+ b where v(t) is the velocity as a function of time, b is the y intercept or power required to
traverse a path of zero curvature, and m is the slope of the power-curvature relationship. This
yields 𝐸 = ∫ 𝑚𝑣 (𝑡) + 𝑏 𝑑𝑡. Since b is a constant, taking the integral with respect to time yields
bD where D is the duration of the run and therefore 𝐸 = 𝑏𝐷 + 𝑚 ∫ 𝑣(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡. The integral of the
velocity with respect to time is simply the distance,which can be represented by the mean
velocity multiplied by the duration. Thus 𝐸 = 𝑏𝐷 + 𝑚𝑣̅ 𝐷. Dividing each side by D gives

𝐸
𝐷

=

𝑏 + 𝑚𝑣̅ where the side of this equation is the total energy divided by the time or the average
power of the run, 𝑃̅ . By rearranging the equation, the slope, m, can be determined from the
average power, average, velocity and the steady-state power by the following equation: 𝑚 =

̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑃−𝑣
.
𝑣̅
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4.4.2 Comparison of Various Weights
As with speed, the robot may not have a consistent weight. The Talon is especially
versatile in that it can have many different attachments based on the needs of the mission and can
run on between one and six batteries. Also there are scenarios in which the weight of the Talon
may change significantly even over the course of a single mission. One such scenario is a bomb
disposal mission in which the explosive must be carried a safe distance from structures or
civilians before detonation. Here the operator may have to account for the weight of the
explosive only for a small segment which may increase the energy requirements. Thus, it is
important to have an understanding of how weight will affect the power and cost of transport of
these robots.
For these experiments the Talon was tested at three different weights: 56.675 kg, 60.98
kg, and 69.89 kg with 60.98kg being the standard weight of the Talon for data collection. This
represents a weight variation between 93% and 112% of the standard weight of 60.98kg. Data
collected for this analysis is shown below in figure 4-13 which shows the power draw at each
different weight and figure 4-14 which shows the cost of transport vs weight. Once again error
bars represent 99.7% confidence intervals and data is spread out along the weight axis for clarity.
Over the range of tested weights, the results showed that there was little variation in the
energy requirements of the Talon. The configuration which had the largest variation in power
requirements was the figure-8 on asphalt at the highest speed. Even in this configuration, the
slope of the regression was only 2.3W/kg. Assuming an explosive mass of 10kg which must be
carried for 5 minutes, this would result in only 7kJ added to the energy cost of the mission. This
is equivalent to only 36 seconds of standard operation if the explosive had not been transported.
Taking all of the courses into account, the average slope was only 1.7 W/kg for which the
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hypothetical EOD mission would only require additional energy equal to 29 seconds of
operation.

Figure 4-13 Power and weight relationship
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Figure 4-14 Cost of transport and weight relationship

This data suggests that, in terms of transporting materials with the Talon, it is more
efficient to take few trips with heavy loads than many trips with lighter loads as the cost of
transport decreases with load mass. Future work in this area may look into larger variations in
weight as the Talon is rated to carry up to a 70kg load. It is possible that in this range, the weight
becomes a significant concern. As with the speed analysis, having this data with multiple robots
would give a more definitive conclusion; however, the data available for the Talon suggests that
weight is most likely not a major factor in determining power.

4.4.3 Comparison of Path Curvature
The last parameter of concern for this analysis was the curvature of the path. In general
the robot will be travelling straight from A to B, but obstacles and terrain variation may force the
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operator to deviate from straight lines. In these cases, it would be beneficial to know how
curvature affects the power consumption of these robots. Unlike a typical vehicle, the Talon and
Packbot have the benefit of zero-radius turns to help navigate, but in order to decrease overall
path length, some curvature in each turn is usually desired.
The first step in determining the relationship of curvature to power and cost of transport
was to determine a value of curvature for each path. A MATLAB script was written for this
purpose which calculated the instantaneous radius of curvature for each GPS data point using the
points immediately before and after. The Equation used and an example of this calculation is
shown below in figure 4-15. In this diagram a, b, and c represent the lengths of these.
Furthermore, the area was obtained by taking the cross product of 1-2 with 1-3 which gives the
area of a parallelogram formed by these vectors and then dividing by two to get the area of the
triangle. Using the cross product gives a signed value of the area which allows right and left
curves to be distinguished which aided in filtering.

Figure 4-15 Instantaneous curvature was calculated from each set of three consecutive GPS
points.

Although this equation gives radius of curvature, the curvature, or inverse of the radius,
was more applicable for this analysis. This is because for periods of relatively straight driving the
radius is undefined which is problematic for filtering. When using curvature however, these
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periods of straight driving yield curvature values approaching zero. Curvature is undefined when
turning in place, but this was avoided during all tests.
After the curvature was determined for each point, the data was filtered by second order
Butterworth filters of varying cutoff frequencies. With the high noise in the original GPS signal,
the curvature values are extremely noisy and it is hard to discern a pattern in the unfiltered
curvature values. Thus, these filters were necessary, however it was important that the cutoff
frequency was not so low that the true signal became attenuated. Examples of these different
levels of filters applied to a figure-8 run can be seen below in figure 4-16. Green represents the
curvature values and blue, the radius. A plot of the GPS plots is also included in which the color
of the line represents the local curvature after the filter has been applied. On these plots, red
represents the highest curvature present and green, the lowest curvature.

Figure 4-16 A second order Butterworth filter with a normalized cutoff frequency of 0.02
(CENTER) was used to smooth data and prevent attenuation (Red represents higher curvature).
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From these, one can see that the unfiltered values are a poor representation of the local
curvature along the path. Likewise, the right-most plot in which a second order Butterworth filter
with a normalized cutoff frequency of 0.005 was used also does not match the expected
curvature. In this case, the pattern is easily discernable, but its magnitude is much smaller than
that of the center plot. This means that in addition to attenuating the noise, this level of filtering
has attenuated the signal as well and therefore gives too small of a value for the curvatures. The
center plot provides the best representation of the curvature of all of the different cutoff
frequencies tested.
The metric used to determine this relationship was the time average curvature of each
course. Since all samples represent approximately the same amount of time (0.05s), the average
curvature of the samples is sufficient. Absolute value of curvature was used as it is assumed that
the direction of the curvature is independent to its effect on the power use. Performing this
algorithm on each of the Talon courses on asphalt yielded time-average curvature values for
straight driving, slalom, and figure-8 courses of 0.109, 0.255, and 0.828 m-1 respectively. These
match the expected values of curvature based on the course definitions in chapter 2 with the
exception of straight driving. This should theoretically yield a curvature of zero; however, small
course adjustments along the path added unintended curvature. The last thing to note about these
plots is that only asphalt data is included. This is because neither the Talon nor the Packbot was
able to drive the figure-8 on grass. Thus, there is no data for this curvature on grass. Figures 4-17
and 4-18 show the power and cost of transport vs the curvatures of the paths. As with the plots
representing speed and weight effects, error bars represent 99.7% confidence intervals and all
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points of similar x-values should be assumed to represent the same curvature and course shape.
These, from left to right are straight driving, slalom, and figure-8.

Figure 4-17 Power and curvature relationship for each speed and weight
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Figure 4-18 Cost of transport and curvature relationship

As expected, the power and cost of transport increase with increasing curvature. This
relationship is approximately linear and agrees with the findings from Penzter in his work
preceding this project carried out at the ARL. As with the speed, there is variation in the slope of
the power curvature graph which depends both on speed and weight. This shows that, while
weight normally does not affect power use significantly, its effects are confounded with
curvature. That is, the greater the curvature, the greater increase in power consumption produced
by adding weight. There is a similar affect with speed which leads again to the conclusion that
these 3 variables have a multiplicative relationship with power.
As with the power-speed relationship, the power-curvature lines seem to approach a
common point to the left of the data which was recorded. Performing a similar analysis to that of
the speed generates the plot seen in figure 4-21. Here the lines converge around a curvature of -
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0.94 m-1. While this does not represent an actual curvature value, this point, along with the mean
power value corresponding to this point, 49.76 W, can be used as a single point on the power
curvature trends and thus, only one point is needed to define each new trend to reasonable
accuracy.
One way to rationalize this point is that the slope and y-intercept of each of these lines
are proportional to each other. Here the y-intercept represents the power that would be required
for a perfectly straight path which as shown before, depends on the speed and weight of the
robot. As the speed or weight increases, this ideal path would use more power and increasing
curvature would also have a greater effect as shown by the increasing slope. These effects
together cause the lines to converge at a negative value of curvature.

Figure 4-19 Power-curvature regressions for each configuration converge near a single point.
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Given this single point defined above is shared by each course and speed, only one other
point or the slope is needed to fully define the trend for a particular configuration. Assuming that
speed and weight have confounding effects on this slope, plotting the product of speed and
weight against the slope of the respective trends in figure 4-19 should result in a straight line.
This data is shown below in figure 4-20 which shows that the trend is in fact linear with a yintercept of 38.21 W/(1/m) and a slope of 1.48 W/(1/m)/(kgm/s). Using this, one can predict the
slope of the power curvature graph which, along with the point found in figure 4-19, will fully
define the relationship for all speeds and weights.

Figure 4-20 The product of speed and weight can be used as a predictor of the slope of the
power-curvature graph for each configuration.
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4.4.4. Validating the Linear Model of Power and Curvature
The research performed by Pentzer used a linear relationship between angular rate and
power; however, this can be extended to show that curvature and power are linearly related
within a certain range [9]. Since angular rate is equal to the linear velocity over the radius,
angular rate is then equal to the linear velocity multiplied by the instantaneous curvature. This
will only agree in a certain range until sufficiently high values of curvature. As the curvature
approaches infinity, the linear velocity approaches zero and the relationship is undefined. The
Talon is also limited in angular rate due to friction and so the actual angular rate will disagree
with that determined from the speed and curvature as the Talon approaches its maximum rate.
Figure 4-21 shows the comparison between the measured angular rate and that predicted by the
curvature and linear velocity during a figure-8 run. The measured angular rate was determined
by taking the derivative of the heading measured by the Xsens. The estimated angular rate was
calculated by taking the linear velocity as measured by the GPS and multiplying by the curvature
which was determined as described in section 4.4.3.
One can see in Figure 4-21 that the estimated angular rate closely predicts the measured
despite the figure-8 having the highest curvature of all of the courses tested. There is some
disagreement, with the estimated angular rate being slightly lower than the measured; however,
this is most likely due to the drift which is present in the Xsens measurements. Taking the
derivative of this drift, as was done here, results in a bias in the angular rate.
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Figure 4-21 The calculated angular rate determined from only GPS data is a good approximation
of the measured angular rate from the Xsens.
One area of concern was the consistency of linear speed throughout the turns. It was
assumed that within each run, the Talon was traveling at a constant speed. If this was not the
case, then the velocity multiplied by the instantaneous curvature would give an inaccurate
measure of the angular rate and thus a poor prediction of power consumption. Further, this effect,
if present, would likely increase with curvature and thus would affect the figure-8 more so than
the slalom and much more than straight driving. Figure 4-22 shows the linear velocity vs the
angular velocity for each sample of a figure-8 run. As the angular velocity increases in either
direction, there is a greater spread in the linear velocity; however, the mean is unchanged.
Further, ignoring the starting point which forms the tail in the lower left, the spread is within +/-
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0.02 m/s of the mean or only 5% of the mean velocity. Thus, this minor change in speed was
neglected during the analysis.

Figure 4-22 Linear velocity becomes more dispersed, but its mean is unchanged as angular
velocity increases in either direction.
This work also presents an experimental validation to the assumptions of Pentzer from on
which this research was based. With energy data from the logger boxes and speed and curvature
from the GPS, the actual energy requirements of each run were compared to those predicted by a
linear power-curvature relationship. First, a histogram was created for each run in which each bin
represents a different curvature and the y-axis represents the number of samples in which the
curvature was in each range of curvatures. One such histogram is shown in figure 4-23.
Assuming a linear power relationship, the energy was determined as a linear combination of two
parameters c1 and c2 which are multiplied by the y-intercept, b, and slope, m, of the power-
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curvature relationship. These parameters are determined from the GPS data and are defined as
below along with their derivation.

Figure 4-23 A histogram of curvature during a figure-8 run shows two peaks for straight and
curved sections.
The derivation of these parameters again starts with the fact that energy is the integral of
power over a period of time or 𝐸 = ∫ 𝑃(𝑡) 𝑑𝑡. By assuming the linear power model P(t) can be
replaced by a linear function of the curvature or mC(t)+ b where C(t) is the curvature as a
function of time, b is the y intercept or power required to traverse a path of zero curvature, and m
is the slope of the power-curvature relationship. This yields 𝐸 = ∫ 𝑚𝐶 (𝑡) + 𝑏 𝑑𝑡. Since b is a
constant, taking the integral with respect to time yields bD where D is the duration of the run and
therefore 𝐸 = 𝑏𝐷 + ∫ 𝑚𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡. Now the integral can be approximated by a summation across
the histogram to obtain 𝐸 = 𝑏𝐷 + ∑𝑁
𝑖 𝑚𝑇𝑖 𝐶𝑖 where N is the number of bins in the histogram, Ti
is the time spent in bin i and Ci is the curvature represented by bin i. The time is determined by
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multiplying the frequency of samples in each bin by the timer per sample which, for the GPS at
𝑁
20Hz, is 0.05s and therefore 𝐸 = 𝑏𝐷 + .05𝑚 ∑𝑁
𝑖 𝐹𝑖 𝐶𝑖 . By setting c1 = D and and c2 =. 05 ∑𝑖 𝐹𝑖 𝐶𝑖

the equation is now in the linear form 𝐸 = 𝒄𝟏 𝐛 + 𝒄𝟐 𝒎. When considering multiple parameters a
regression will determine the best fit for b and m given E, c1, and c2 for each of the runs.
The coefficients of this linear model can be verified by plotting the plane they define in
the c1, c2, E space. This is shown below in figure 4-24. These show the energy required for each
run of the Talon in the heavy figure-8 configuration at a speed setting of 3.5 Here the runs
circled in black are the four 50m straight driving runs, the runs circled in red are the slalom runs,
and the group outlined in blue are the figure-8 runs. There are also two points which represent
data from driving in constant radius turns to aid in the regression.
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Figure 4-24 Total energy consumption can be approximated by a linear combination of run
duration and the time integral of curvature.
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The close fit in figure 4-24 indicates that the linear approximation of power as a function
of curvature is valid for the conditions tested. Although this only shows data from the Talon in a
single configuration at a single speed, the earlier analyses from this chapter have shown that each
of the trends is linear. Increasing the speed of the runs would only affect the slopes of the plane;
changing the robot’s weight was shown to have only a small effect on the power consumption.

4.5 Applications of Analysis
The major intended application for this research is path planning of EOD or search and
rescue missions. These findings present a bridge between using the NIST endurance test power
draw to conservatively predict mission endurance, and complicated models which require many
parameters to be determined. With this data now available for the Talon, mission energy can be
predicted more accurately for any predefined curves in the range of speeds tested. This requires
the shape of the curve, the types of surfaces which the path covers, and an estimation of the
velocity during each segment. The path is then broken up into segments with each segment
representing a single surface. From there, the curvature of the path is calculated using the
algorithms presented earlier and multiplied by the assumed velocity at each point. This would be
determined beforehand based on the complexity of the course. Ideally, one would pick the fastest
velocity at which the operator can maintain the course without too many adjustments. This is
because the cost of transport decreases with increasing velocity, but course adjustments would
add extra curvature into the path and therefore increase energy requirements. The methods
presented are resilient to changes in velocity during a mission, but rely on the velocity to be
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determined at each point prior to the mission. For example, if the path has long periods of
straight driving, one could assume maximum speed for the sake of endurance, and then use a
slower velocity for more intricate sections of the course. Ultimately this comes down to the
preference of the operator.
This analysis also allows for the ability to account for weight variations during a run
however, as discussed, it is unlikely that the robot will change weight significantly during a run
or much at all during its lifetime. Thus, any team which would like to use these findings for path
planning would most likely only have to consider the initial weight of their robot. From there,
they would only need a single run at any speed on a surface to determine the variation of power
with speed, assuming the idle power draw be determined from that run as well. Assuming the
curvature for the path is also known, this would provide a single point on the power-curvature
line which for which the intersection point of all lines is provided here. Using these two points,
the relationship can be determined for all curvature as well.
Although the runs from which figures 4-24 was created were only at a constant speed, the
accuracy of this linear model should still hold for other speeds and even for varying speed within
a run. Further, this model was able to predict the energy requirements of the run within 3% of the
true energy use. It is unknown how using only a single run to determine this plot would affect its
accuracy.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Final Remarks
This thesis presents a comparison of the NIST test method for endurance to standard
outdoor use for two robots and introductory work into path planning based on experimental data.
This analysis has shown that although the ranking of the power requirements for these tests is
consistent, the correlations between them are not. The Talon used proportionally more power on
the ramps compared to the outdoor courses than the Packbot. Thus, there is not a single set of
correlations which can accurately predict mission endurance from the NIST test arena for all
robots. If such a relationship exists, it would likely need to account for weight. This work has
also shown that power and path data from a single run on a surface is potentially enough to
predict the power requirements for any path on that surface for the same weight. Lastly, this
work has experimentally validated the linear relationships between speed and power and
curvature and power, which were used earlier by Penzter.

5.1 Recommendations for Future Work
The strength of the conclusions based on this work could be improved with similar data
from different robots. With only two robots tested on the NIST course which do not agree, it is
hard to create a definitive correlation which is valid for all robots. Tests on a third robot would
be able to fill in the gaps and possibly determine the effects of weight on the NIST endurance
test results. Another simpler approach to this issue would be to use the weights for outdoor
testing on the ramps to investigate the effect of weight on NIST endurance test power
requirements. Although the analysis points to the conclusion that weight variations in the range
tested do not produce significant changes in performance on flat ground, it is likely that these
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will have much greater effects on the ramps. Perhaps with this data, a correction factor based on
weight can be applied to the NIST test data which would account for the difference in efficiency
that each robot showed on the ramps.
The effects of pitch on the efficiency of the robots could also be accounted for in the
outdoor tests. This work was limited in the parameters of the outdoor tests since the location in
which these robots were tested was relatively flat. There was some variation in the pitch on the
straight driving course, but not enough to make a conclusion based on its effects. This was
beneficial to isolate the effects of other factors like speed, weight, and surface, but not all
missions will be on flat ground. Isolating the effects of pitch may be difficult since this would
theoretically require space for identical courses to be created on areas of different pitch. Another
solution would be to predict the power at each point using only the flat ground analysis described
here, and compare that to the actual power for a run on a course with a high degree of pitch
variation. This would rely on the accuracy of the flat-ground predictions, which must be assumed
to be correct for this type of analysis.
To improve the data collection process, future work may include methods of synchronous
data collection of position and power. This would allow for much quicker and more accurate
determination of the power-speed relationship. With this capability, only a single run which
varies significantly in speed would be needed as each sample would provide a point on the
power-speed graph for that configuration without the need for the stationary power draw. This
would also make data collection much smoother as much of the time taken for this research was
spent matching GPS files with power files based on the time each was created and the duration
of motion.
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This work was also limited in its variation of surfaces. Only asphalt and grass were used
as these were the only surfaces which covered significant area at the ARL West II facility.
Further, grass was not tested as thoroughly as asphalt as driving the figure-8 on grass was not
possible with these robots. Thus, the analyses of curvature were based only on the data from
asphalt. It is possible that the conclusions on the effects of curvature on asphalt cannot be
assumed for grass. Future work may deal with this by looking into intermediate levels of
curvature in order to create meaningful correlations for grass as was done with asphalt. Other
surfaces may also be considered such as dirt, sand, and gravel.
Lastly, future work may make use of the path planning process described in section 4.5
and experimental data to further validate these findings. This would involve driving paths of
arbitrary shapes and using GPS data and the algorithm to predict the energy requirement of the
run and compare this to the actual energy that the run required. With GPS measurements, the
speed could also be varied along these paths to determine the resilience of this energy prediction
method to changes in speed.

5.2 Final Remarks
The goal of this thesis was to validate the NIST test methods for endurance.
Unfortunately, the data collected was not sufficient to produce a single correlation between this
test and actual mission performance for all robots. The data does however suggest that such a
correlation is likely to produce accurate results once the effects of weight on the test results are
accounted for. This is the last piece which is required to confidentially validate this test method.
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Appendix A MATLAB Code

A.1 TalonProcess.m
% This script is responsible for extracting data from the power files created by the logger boxes
for the Talon. This includes the power as a function of time, the total energy required, and the
duration of each run.
clear all
close all
myDir=uigetdir('../../NIST_Data/');
myFiles = dir(fullfile(myDir, '*.csv'));
energydata=zeros(size(myFiles));
UntrimmedEnergyData=zeros(size(myFiles));
distancedata=zeros(size(myFiles));
PowerAvg=zeros(size(myFiles));
MeanVoltages=zeros(size(myFiles));
timedata=zeros(size(myFiles));
isbad=zeros(size(myFiles));
i=1;
for file=(1:length(myFiles))
TotalName=strcat(myDir,'/',myFiles(file).name);
fid = fopen(TotalName);
%Get the first line, it should contain the string ".header"
Line = fgetl(fid);
%Get the second line, it should contain the mode
Mode = fgetl(fid);
%Get the third line, it should contain the date
Date = fgetl(fid);
%Get the fourth line, it should contain the time
Time = fgetl(fid);
%Get the fifth line, it should contain the sample rate
Rate = fgetl(fid);
%Get the sixth line, it should contain the box ID
ID = fgetl(fid);
%Get the seventh line, it should contain the firmware version
FV = fgetl(fid);
%Read in two blank lines and ".data" string before data
Junk = fgetl(fid);
Junk = fgetl(fid);
Junk = fgetl(fid);
%Create format string to read in the rest of the data
Format = '%f,%f,%f';

%
%

Cell_Data_ = textscan(fid,Format);
Data = cell2mat(Cell_Data_);
fclose(fid);
Offset = mean(Data(end-101:end-1,3));
MaxError=max(abs(Data(end-101:end-1,3)-Offset));
Power = Data(:,2).*Data(:,3);
Offset=mean(Power(1:100));
MaxError=max(abs(Power(1:100)-Offset));
Start=find(Power>10*MaxError+Offset,1);
End=find(Power>10*MaxError+Offset+5,1,'last');
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if isempty(End)
End=length(Data);
end
MeanVoltage=mean(Data(:,2));
Period = 1/1000;
Time = (Data(:,1)-Data(1,1))*Period;
if exist('D')
D_Size = length(D)+1;
else
D_Size = 1;
end
if (length(Data))-End<100
isbad(file)=1;
badlength(i)=(length(Data));
i=i+1;
end
filelengths(file)=length(Data);
PowerTrim=Power(Start:End-1);
PowerAvg(file)=mean(PowerTrim);
TimeTrim=(Time(1:(End-Start)));
Energy=cumtrapz(TimeTrim,PowerTrim);
UntrimmedEnergy=cumtrapz(Time,Power);
energydata(file)=Energy(end);
UntrimmedEnergyData(file)=UntrimmedEnergy(end);
timedata(file)=TimeTrim(end);
MeanVoltages(file)=MeanVoltage;
figure(file)
%plot(Power,'r');
plot(Power,'g');
%plot(Power,'b');
ylim([-10,floor(max(Power)+100)]);
xlim([0,End+.1*(End-Start)]);
line([Start,Start],[0,max(Power)+100]);
line([End,End],[0,max(Power)+100]);
linename=line([0, End+.1*(End-Start)],[mean(PowerTrim),mean(PowerTrim)]);
set(linename, 'LineStyle', ':')
end
figure(file+1)
plot(energydata,'o')
badindexes=find(isbad==1);
hold on
plotstars=plot(badindexes,energydata(badindexes),'xr');
set(plotstars, 'MarkerSize', 12);
ylim([0,45000]);
xlim([0,file+1]);
xlabel('Run Number')
ylabel('Energy Use (Joules)');
title('Energy Use For Each Run')
figure(file+2)
plot(PowerAvg,'o')
hold on
plotstars=plot(badindexes,PowerAvg(badindexes),'xr');
set(plotstars, 'MarkerSize', 12);
ylim([0,300]);
xlim([0,file+1]);
xlabel('Run Number')
ylabel('Average Power (W)');
title('Average Power For Each Run')
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A2. PackBotProcess.m
% This script is responsible for extracting data from the power files created by the logger boxes
for the Packbot. This includes the power as a function of time, the total energy required, and
the duration of each run.
clear all
close all
FrontDir=uigetdir('../../NIST_Data/');
FrontFiles = dir(fullfile(FrontDir, '*.csv'));
RearDir=uigetdir(strcat(FrontDir,'/..'));
RearFiles= dir(fullfile(RearDir, '*.csv'));
FrontSize=length(FrontFiles);
RearSize=length(RearFiles);
inputstr=input('Show individual plots? (y/n)','s');
if strcmp(inputstr,'y')
plotflag=true;
else
plotflag=false;
end
if FrontSize~=RearSize
disp('Number of files does not match')
else
dirSize=[FrontSize,2];
energydata=zeros(dirSize);
UntrimmedEnergyData=zeros(dirSize);
distancedata=zeros(dirSize);
PowerAvg=zeros(dirSize);
MeanVoltages=zeros(dirSize);
timedata=zeros(dirSize);
isbad=zeros(dirSize);
i=1;
for file=(1:length(FrontFiles))
%format to be used later to read in data
Format = '%f,%f,%f';
%Open file of front data directory
FrontName=strcat(FrontDir,'/',FrontFiles(file).name);
fid = fopen(FrontName);
%Skip over first 10 lines of irrelevant info
for junknum=(1:10)
Line = fgetl(fid);
end
%Convert front data file to MATLAB array then close file
Cell_Data_ = textscan(fid,Format);
Data_front = cell2mat(Cell_Data_);
fclose(fid);
%Open file of rear data directory
RearName=strcat(RearDir,'/',RearFiles(file).name);
fid = fopen(RearName);
%Skip over first 10 lines of irrelevant info
for junknum=(1:10)
Line = fgetl(fid);
end
%Convert rear data file to MATLAB array then close file
Cell_Data_ = textscan(fid,Format);
Data_rear = cell2mat(Cell_Data_);
fclose(fid);
Period = 1/1000;
%find zero motion mean energy use for front data
Offset=mean(Data_front(1:100,3));
MaxError=max(abs(Data_front(1:100,3)-Offset));
%Data(:,3)=Data(:,3)-Offset;
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Start_front=find(Data_front(:,3)>12*MaxError+Offset,1);
End_front=find(Data_front(:,3)>5*MaxError+Offset,1,'last');
Start_front_time=Start_front*Period;
End_front_time=End_front*Period;
Power_front = Data_front(:,2).*Data_front(:,3);
Time_front = (Data_front(:,1)-Data_front(1,1))*Period;
%find zero motion mean energy use for front data
Offset=mean(Data_rear(1:100,3));
MaxError=max(abs(Data_rear(1:100,3)-Offset));
%Data(:,3)=Data(:,3)-Offset;
Start_rear=find(Data_rear(:,3)>12*MaxError+Offset,1);
End_rear=find(Data_rear(:,3)>5*MaxError+Offset,1,'last');
Start_rear_time=Start_front*Period;
End_rear_time=End_rear*Period;
Power_rear = Data_rear(:,2).*Data_rear(:,3);
Time_rear = Data_rear(:,1)*Period;
%Determine bad files
if (length(Data_front)-End_front)<100
isbad(file,1)=1;
Bad_data(i)=length(Data_front);
i=i+1;
end
if (length(Data_rear)-End_rear)<100
isbad(file,2)=1;
Bad_data(i)=length(Data_rear);
i=i+1;
end
%Trim power data to time when the robot is moving.
PowerTrim_front=Power_front(Start_front:End_front-1);
PowerTrim_rear= Power_rear(Start_rear:End_rear-1);
PowerAvg(file,:)=[mean(PowerTrim_front),mean(PowerTrim_rear)];
%Trim time data to when the robot is moving (point at which motion
%starts becomes time 0.
TimeTrim_front=(Time_front(1:(End_front-Start_front)));
TimeTrim_rear=(Time_rear(1:(End_rear-Start_rear)));
timedata(file,:)=[TimeTrim_front(end)-TimeTrim_front(1), TimeTrim_rear(end)-TimeTrim_rear(1)];
%Find total energy used for each battery during motion
Energy_front=cumtrapz(TimeTrim_front,PowerTrim_front);
Energy_rear=cumtrapz(TimeTrim_rear,PowerTrim_rear);
energydata(file,:)=[Energy_front(end),Energy_rear(end)];
if plotflag
figure(file)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(Time_front,Power_front,'g');
title(strcat('Front Power Usage For Run ',num2str(file)));
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Power (W)');
ylim([-5,floor(max(Power_front)+100)]);
xlim([0,End_front_time+.1*(End_front_time-Start_front_time)]);
line([Start_front_time,Start_front_time],[0,max(Power_front)+100]);
line([End_front_time,End_front_time],[0,max(Power_front)+100]);
linename=line([0, End_front_time+.1*(End_front_timeStart_front_time)],[mean(PowerTrim_front),mean(PowerTrim_front)]);
set(linename, 'LineStyle', ':')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(Time_rear,Power_rear,'g');
title(strcat('Rear Power Usage For Run ',num2str(file)));
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Power (W)');
ylim([-5,floor(max(Power_rear)+100)]);
xlim([0,End_rear_time+.1*(End_rear_time-Start_rear_time)]);
line([Start_rear_time,Start_rear_time],[0,max(Power_rear)+100]);
line([End_rear_time,End_rear_time],[0,max(Power_rear)+100]);
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linename=line([0, End_rear_time+.1*(End_rear_timeStart_rear_time)],[mean(PowerTrim_rear),mean(PowerTrim_rear)]);
set(linename, 'LineStyle', ':')
else
%disp(strcat('Now reading file ',num2str(file)));
disp(min(length(Data_rear),length(Data_front)))
end
end
badindexes_front=find(isbad(:,1)==1);
badindexes_rear=find(isbad(:,2)==1);
badindexes_both=union(badindexes_front,badindexes_rear);
figure(file+1)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(sum(energydata,2),'ok')
hold on
plotstars=plot(badindexes_both,sum(energydata(badindexes_both,:),2),'xr');
set(plotstars, 'MarkerSize', 12);
ylim([0,45000]);
xlim([0,file+1]);
xlabel('Run Number')
ylabel('Energy Use (Joules)');
title('Energy Use of Batteries Combined')
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(energydata(:,1),'o');
hold on
plotstars=plot(badindexes_front,energydata(badindexes_front,1),'xr');
set(plotstars, 'MarkerSize', 12);
ylim([0,45000]);
xlim([0,file+1]);
xlabel('Run Number')
ylabel('Energy Use (Joules)');
title('Energy Use of Front Battery')
subplot(3,1,3)
plot(energydata(:,2),'o');
hold on
plotstars=plot(badindexes_rear,energydata(badindexes_rear,2),'xr');
set(plotstars, 'MarkerSize', 12);
ylim([0,45000]);
xlim([0,file+1]);
xlabel('Run Number')
ylabel('Energy Use (Joules)');
title('Energy Use of Rear Battery')
figure(file+2)
subplot(3,1,1)
plot(sum(PowerAvg,2),'ok')
hold on
plotstars=plot(badindexes_both,sum(PowerAvg(badindexes_both,:),2),'xr');
set(plotstars, 'MarkerSize', 12);
ylim([0,300]);
xlim([0,file+1]);
xlabel('Run Number')
ylabel('Average Power (W)');
title('Average Power Batteries Combined')
subplot(3,1,2)
plot(PowerAvg(:,1),'o')
hold on
plotstars=plot(badindexes_front,PowerAvg(badindexes_front,1),'xr');
set(plotstars, 'MarkerSize', 12);
ylim([0,300]);
xlim([0,file+1]);
xlabel('Run Number')
ylabel('Average Power (W)');
title('Average Power For Front Battery')
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subplot(3,1,3)
plot(PowerAvg(:,2),'o')
hold on
plotstars=plot(badindexes_rear,PowerAvg(badindexes_rear,2),'xr');
set(plotstars, 'MarkerSize', 12);
ylim([0,300]);
xlim([0,file+1]);
xlabel('Run Number')
ylabel('Average Power (W)');
title('Average Power For Rear Battery')
end

A.3 FixBoxDat.m
% This script fixes the files created by the logger boxes in which logging was stopped in the
middle of a row of data. These caused problems for TalonProcess since the columns of different
lengths could not be concatenated. This script fills in missing data with zeros so that the
columns can be concatenated and then TalonProcess ignores this final row.
clear all
close all
myDir=uigetdir('../../NIST_Data/');
myFiles = dir(fullfile(myDir, '*.csv'));
for file=(1:length(myFiles))
TotalName=strcat(myDir,'/',myFiles(file).name);
fid = fopen(TotalName);
Line = fgetl(fid);
%Get the second line, it should contain the mode
Mode = fgetl(fid);
%Get the third line, it should contain the date
Date = fgetl(fid);
%Get the fourth line, it should contain the time
Time = fgetl(fid);
%Get the fifth line, it should contain the sample rate
Rate = fgetl(fid);
%Get the sixth line, it should contain the box ID
ID = fgetl(fid);
%Get the seventh line, it should contain the firmware version
FV = fgetl(fid);
%Read in two blank lines and ".data" string before data
Junk = fgetl(fid);
Junk = fgetl(fid);
Junk = fgetl(fid);
Format = '%f,%f,%f';
Cell_Data_ = textscan(fid,Format);
nums=cell2mat(Cell_Data_(1));
voltage=cell2mat(Cell_Data_(2));
current=cell2mat(Cell_Data_(3));
minlength=min([length(nums),length(voltage),length(current)]);
rangestring=strcat('A',num2str(minlength+11),':C',num2str(minlength+11));
lastnum=nums(minlength);
if length(nums)~=length(current)
xlswrite(TotalName,[lastnum+1,0,0],rangestring);
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logstring=strcat('Fixed: ', TotalName);
disp(logstring);
end
fclose(fid);
end

A.4 exconshowheading.m
% This script handles all GPS and XSens from Talon runs after they have been parsed. This
included calculation of the corrected position of the Talon using the heading measurements,
calculating the linear velocity of the Talon at each point, the total distance traveled, and the
duration of the run to be compared with that determined by TalonProcess.m
if exist('fullFileName','var')
save ('lastfileused.mat','fullFileName');
end
clear all
close all
load('lastfileused.mat');
mcounts=20;
refLLA=[40.7651295666, -77.877597025, 351.393];
strtype=input('File (f), Directory (d) or use last (l)? ','s');
showheading=input('Show heading? (y/n)','s');
if strcmp(showheading,'y')
headingflag=true;
else
headingflag=false;
end
if strcmp(strtype,'f')
[FileName, PathName] = uigetfile('../NIST_Data/20150716TalonStraight/GPS/Parsed');
fullFileName=strcat(PathName,FileName);
myFiles=fullFileName;
numFiles=1;
elseif strcmp(strtype,'l')
myFiles=fullFileName;
numFiles=1;
elseif strcmp(strtype,'d')
myDir = uigetdir();
myFiles = dir(fullfile(myDir, '*Run*'));
numFiles=length(myFiles);
end
distances=zeros(1,numFiles);
speeds=zeros(1,numFiles);
speed_stds=zeros(1,numFiles);
times=zeros(1,numFiles);
Image_Plot
hold on
colors=['b','g','r','c','m','y','w'];
color=0;
for k=(1:numFiles)
if strcmp(strtype,'d')
baseFileName=myFiles(k).name;
fullFileName=fullfile(myDir, baseFileName);
end
load(fullFileName);
GPS_Log = zeros(size(GPS_Data,1),3);
Center_Pos = zeros(length(GPS_Data),2);
Vel_Log=zeros(1,length(GPS_Data));
moveprob=zeros(1,length(GPS_Data));
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dist=zeros(1,length(GPS_Data)-1);
gheading=zeros(1,length(GPS_Data)-1);
xheading=zeros(1,length(GPS_Data)-1);
fixbias=zeros(1,length(GPS_Data)-1);
fixeddiff=zeros(1,length(GPS_Data)-2);
fixedvel=zeros(1,length(GPS_Data)-2);
motionstart=1;
motionend=1;
Time=GPS_Data(:,1)-GPS_Data(1:1);
for count =1:length(GPS_Data)
GPS_Log(count,:) =
WGSLLA2ENU(GPS_Data(count,iGPS.Lat),GPS_Data(count,iGPS.Long),GPS_Data(count,iGPS.Height),refLLA(
1),refLLA(2),refLLA(3));
Vel_Log(count) = norm(GPS_Data(count,9:11));
if count>mcounts;
mstd=std(Vel_Log(count-mcounts:count));
mavg=mean(Vel_Log(count-mcounts:count));
moveprob(count)=5*mstd+mavg;
if (motionstart==1 && moveprob(count)>0.4)
motionstart=count;
%set motionend if it has not been set, motionstart has been
%set, and the motion probability is low. Also set if the end is
%reached before conditions are met.
elseif (motionend==1 &&((motionstart ~=1 && moveprob(count)<.4) ||
count==length(GPS_Data)));
motionend = count - mcounts;
end
end
if count >1
dmove=(GPS_Log(count,1:2)-GPS_Log(count-1,1:2));
dmovelog(count,:)=dmove;
dist(count-1)=norm(dmove);
gheading(count-1)=atan2(dmove(2),dmove(1));
xheading(count-1)=MTG_RPY_Data(floor(count/length(GPS_Log)*length(MTG_RPY_Data)),4);
xheading(count-1)= mod(xheading(count-1)+pi,2*pi)-pi;
if gheading(count-1)>xheading(count-1)
matchup=gheading(count-1)-xheading(count-1);
matchdown=-(xheading(count-1)+2*pi-gheading(count-1));
elseif gheading(count-1)<xheading(count-1)
matchup=gheading(count-1)+2*pi-xheading(count-1);
matchdown=-(xheading(count-1)-gheading(count-1));
else
matchup=0;
matchdown=0;
end
dir=abs(matchup)<abs(matchdown);
fixbias(count-1)=dir*matchup+(1-dir)*matchdown;
end
end
bias=mean(fixbias(motionstart+20:motionend-20));
for count =1:length(GPS_Data)-1
xheading(count)=xheading(count)+bias;
xheading(count)= mod(xheading(count)+pi,2*pi)-pi;
xaxis=[cos(xheading(count)),sin(xheading(count))];
yaxis=[sin(xheading(count)),-cos(xheading(count))];
Center_Pos(count,:)=GPS_Log(count,1:2)-.3048*xaxis-.23495*yaxis;
point1=[Center_Pos(count,1),Center_Pos(count,2)];
point2=point1+2*xaxis;
point3=point1+2*yaxis;
if (mod(count,30)==0)&& headingflag
plot([point1(1),point2(1)],[point1(2),point2(2)],'r');
end
if count>1
fixeddiff(count)=norm(Center_Pos(count,:)-Center_Pos(count-1,:));
fixedvel(count)=fixeddiff(count)/(GPS_Data(count,1)-GPS_Data(count-1,1));
end
end
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duration=GPS_Data(motionend,1)-GPS_Data(motionstart,1);
distances(k)=sum(dist(motionstart:motionend));
distancesx(k)=sum(fixeddiff(motionstart:motionend));
speeds(k)=distances(k)/duration;
speed_stds(k)=std(Vel_Log(motionstart:motionend));
times(k)=Time(motionend)-Time(motionstart);
color=mod(color,7)+1;
% GPS_Plot=plot(GPS_Log(:,1),GPS_Log(:,2),colors(color));
% set(GPS_Plot,'LineStyle', :)
plot(Center_Pos(1:end-1,1),Center_Pos(1:end-1,2),colors(color));
startpoint=plot(Center_Pos(1,1),Center_Pos(1,2),'o');
set(startpoint,'Color', colors(color));
set(startpoint,'MarkerSize',8)
end
%% Plot relevant data for single run
if ~(strcmp(strtype,'d'))
figure(2)
plot(Time,Vel_Log)
hold on
plot(Time, moveprob,'g')
ylim([0,2]);
startline=plot([Time(motionstart),Time(motionstart)],[0,2],'k');
endline=plot([Time(motionend),Time(motionend)],[0,2],'k');
set(startline,'LineWidth',2);
set(endline,'LineWidth',2);
title('Identification of Motion Start and Stop Times')
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Speed (m/s)')
legend('Talon Velocity (GPS Estimate)', 'Motion Detection Parameter')
figure(3)
hold on
plot(Time(1:end-1),gheading)
plot(Time(1:end-1),xheading,'r')
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Heading (rad)');
title('Heading Comparison');
legend('Approximate Heading (GPS)','Measured Heading (Xsens)');
ylim([-4,4]);
startline=plot([Time(motionstart),Time(motionstart)],[-4,4],'k');
endline=plot([Time(motionend),Time(motionend)],[-4,4],'k');
set(startline,'LineWidth',2);
set(endline,'LineWidth',2);
figure(4)
hold on
error=gheading-xheading;
error= mod(error+pi,2*pi)-pi;
plot(Time(1:end-1),error)
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Heading Error (rad)')
title('Error Between GPS Approximation and Xsens Reading')
ylim([-4,4]);
startline=plot([Time(motionstart),Time(motionstart)],[-4,4],'k');
endline=plot([Time(motionend),Time(motionend)],[-4,4],'k');
set(startline,'LineWidth',2);
set(endline,'LineWidth',2);
end
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A.4 ROC.m
close all
x=Center_Pos(1:end-1,1);
y=Center_Pos(1:end-1,2);
for i=1:length(x)-2
radius(i)=findradius(x(i:i+2),y(i:i+2));
curvature(i)=1/radius(i);
if(isnan(radius(i)))
curvature(i)=0;
end
end
radius=radius(motionstart+1:motionend-1);
curvature=curvature(motionstart+1:motionend-2);
figure(2)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(curvature,'g')
title('Unfiltered Curvature (1/m)')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(radius)
title('Unfiltered Radius (m)')
ylim([-10,10])
% cutoff .1 2nd order butterworth
b= [0.0201
0.0402
0.0201];
a= [1.0000
-1.5610
0.6414];
curvature_f1=filtfilt(b,a,curvature);
radius_f1=filtfilt(b,a,radius);
figure(3)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(Time(1:length(curvature_f1)),curvature_f1, 'g')
title('Curvature (1/m) cutoff 0.1 2nd Order Butterworth')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(Time(1:length(radius_f1)),radius_f1)
title('Radius (m) cutoff 0.1 2nd Order Butterworth')
ylim([-10,10])
%cutoff .02 2nd order butterworth
b= [0.0009
0.0019
0.0009];
a= [1.0000
-1.9112
0.9150];
curvature_f2=filtfilt(b,a,curvature);
radius_f2=filtfilt(b,a,radius);
figure(4)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(Time(1:length(curvature_f2)),curvature_f2, 'g')
title('Curvature (1/m) cutoff 0.02 2nd Order Butterworth')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(Time(1:length(radius_f2)),radius_f2)
title('Radius (m) cutoff 0.02 2nd Order Butterworth')
ylim([-10,10])
% cutoff .01 2nd order butterworth
b=[0.00024136
0.00048272
0.00024136];
a= [1
-1.9556
0.95654];
curvature_f3=filtfilt(b,a,curvature);
radius_f3=filtfilt(b,a,radius);
figure(5)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(Time(1:length(curvature_f3)),curvature_f3, 'g')
title('Curvature (1/m) cutoff 0.01 2nd Order Butterworth')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(Time(1:length(radius_f1)),radius_f1)
title('Radius (m) cutoff 0.01 2nd Order Butterworth')
ylim([-10,10])
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% cutoff .005 2nd order butterworth
b=[6.1006e-05
0.00012201
6.1006e-05];
a= [1
-1.9778
0.97803];
curvature_f4=filtfilt(b,a,curvature);
radius_f4=filtfilt(b,a,radius);
figure(6)
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(Time(1:length(curvature_f4)),curvature_f4, 'g')
title('Curvature (1/m) cutoff 0.005 2nd Order Butterworth')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(Time(1:length(radius_f4)),radius_f4)
title('Radius (m) cutoff 0.005 2nd Order Butterworth')
ylim([-10,10])
figure(1)
hold on
for i = motionstart:2:motionend-2
closest=round(((i+1-motionstart)/(motionend-motionstart))*(length(curvature_f3)));
red=sqrt(abs(curvature_f2(closest))/max(abs(curvature_f2(50:end-50))));
if red>1
red=1;
end
path=plot(x([i,i+2]),y([i,i+2]),'Color', [red 1-red 0],'lineWidth',3);
end
[f,c]=hist(abs(curvature_f2),100);
figure(7)
hist(abs(curvature_f2),100)
c1=length(curvature_f2)*.05
c2=sum(c.*f)*.05

A.5 Parser.m
close all;
clear all;
clc;
folder_name = uigetdir(cd);
cd(folder_name);
if exist('Parsed') == 7
%rmdir('Parsed','s');
end
String = sprintf('Parsing %s', folder_name);
disp(String);
ROS_ADIS_IMU_Parser;
ROS_ADIS_IMUF_Parser;
ROS_GPS_Parser;
ROS_Encoder_Parser;
ROS_Optical_Parser;
ROS_Motor_Speed_Parser;
ROS_MTIG_Parser;
ROS_ICR_Parser;
ROS_Motor_Current_Parser;
ROS_GPSH_Parser;
ROS_POW_Parser;
ROS_MAD_RPY_Parser;
ROS_TRJ_Parser;
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ROS_VELA_Parser;
ROS_VELE_Parser;
ROS_TERR_Parser;
%ROS_Odometry_Parser
cd('Parsed');
files = dir('*.mat');
Run_Count = 1;
for count = 1:length(files)
filename = files(count).name;
if Run_Count < 10
NewName = sprintf('Run_0%i_%s',Run_Count,filename);
else
NewName = sprintf('Run_%i_%s',Run_Count,filename);
end
dos(['rename "' filename '" "' NewName '"']); % (1)
Run_Count = Run_Count + 1;
end

cd('..');

A.6 ROS_GPS_Parser.m

if ~exist('Parsed')
mkdir('Parsed');
end
cd('ROS Data');
Files = dir('*.txt');
for FileCount = 1:length(Files)
if any(findstr(Files(FileCount).name,'GPS')) && (Files(FileCount).bytes > 0) &&
~any(findstr(Files(FileCount).name,'M_GPS')) && ~any(findstr(Files(FileCount).name,'GPSH'))
%Open file
fid = fopen(Files(FileCount).name);
%Get the first line, it should contain all of the column headers
Line = fgetl(fid);
a = regexp(Line,',','split'); %Split on the commas
%Create an indexing variable based on the column headers
for i = 1:length(a)
iGPS.(a{i}) = i;
end
%Create format string to read in the rest of the data
Format = '%f';
for i = 1:length(a)-1
Format = strcat(Format,',%f');
end
Data = textscan(fid,Format);
GPS_Data = cell2mat(Data);
fclose(fid);
%Correct ros time
GPS_Data(:,1) = GPS_Data(:,1)*1e-9;
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cd('..');
cd('Parsed');
MatFilename = regexprep(Files(FileCount).name, '-GPS.txt','.mat');
if exist(MatFilename) == 2
save(MatFilename,'GPS_Data','iGPS','-append');
else
save(MatFilename, 'GPS_Data','iGPS');
end
cd('..');
cd('ROS Data');
end
end
cd('..');

A.7 ROS_MTIG_Parser.m
if ~exist('Parsed')
mkdir('Parsed');
end
cd('ROS Data');
Files = dir('*.txt');
for FileCount = 1:length(Files)
if any(findstr(Files(FileCount).name,'MTIG-FIX')) && (Files(FileCount).bytes > 0)
%Open file
fid = fopen(Files(FileCount).name);
%Get the first line, it should contain all of the column headers
Line = fgetl(fid);
a = regexp(Line,',','split'); %Split on the commas
%Create an indexing variable based on the column headers
for i = 1:length(a)
iMTG_Fix.(a{i}) = i;
end
%Create format string to read in the rest of the data
Format = '%f';
for i = 1:length(a)-1
Format = strcat(Format,',%f');
end
Data = textscan(fid,Format);
MTG_Fix_Data = cell2mat(Data);
fclose(fid);
%Correct ros time units
MTG_Fix_Data(:,1) = MTG_Fix_Data(:,1)*1e-9;

cd('..');
cd('Parsed');
MatFilename = regexprep(Files(FileCount).name, '-MTIG-FIX.txt','.mat');
if exist(MatFilename) == 2
save(MatFilename,'MTG_Fix_Data','iMTG_Fix','-append');
else
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save(MatFilename, 'MTG_Fix_Data','iMTG_Fix');
end
cd('..');
cd('ROS Data');
end

if any(findstr(Files(FileCount).name,'MTIG-IMU')) && (Files(FileCount).bytes > 0)
%Open file
fid = fopen(Files(FileCount).name);
%Get the first line, it should contain all of the column headers
Line = fgetl(fid);
a = regexp(Line,',','split'); %Split on the commas
%Create an indexing variable based on the column headers
for i = 1:length(a)
iMTG_IMU.(a{i}) = i;
end
%Create format string to read in the rest of the data
Format = '%f';
for i = 1:length(a)-1
Format = strcat(Format,',%f');
end
Data = textscan(fid,Format);
MTG_IMU_Data = cell2mat(Data);
%Correct ros time units
MTG_IMU_Data(:,1) = MTG_IMU_Data(:,1)*1e-9;

cd('..');
cd('Parsed');
MatFilename = regexprep(Files(FileCount).name, '-MTIG-IMU.txt','.mat');
if exist(MatFilename) == 2
save(MatFilename,'MTG_IMU_Data','iMTG_IMU','-append');
else
save(MatFilename, 'MTG_IMU_Data','iMTG_IMU');
end
cd('..');
cd('ROS Data');
end

if any(findstr(Files(FileCount).name,'MTIG-RPY')) && (Files(FileCount).bytes > 0)
%Open file
fid = fopen(Files(FileCount).name);
%Get the first line, it should contain all of the column headers
Line = fgetl(fid);
a = regexp(Line,',','split'); %Split on the commas
%Create an indexing variable based on the column headers
for i = 1:length(a)
iMTG_RPY.(a{i}) = i;
end
%Create format string to read in the rest of the data
Format = '%f';
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for i = 1:length(a)-1
Format = strcat(Format,',%f');
end
Data = textscan(fid,Format);
MTG_RPY_Data = cell2mat(Data);
%Correct ros time units
MTG_RPY_Data(:,1) = MTG_RPY_Data(:,1)*1e-9;

cd('..');
cd('Parsed');
MatFilename = regexprep(Files(FileCount).name, '-MTIG-RPY.txt','.mat');
if exist(MatFilename) == 2
save(MatFilename,'MTG_RPY_Data','iMTG_RPY','-append');
else
save(MatFilename, 'MTG_RPY_Data','iMTG_RPY');
end
cd('..');
cd('ROS Data');
end

if any(findstr(Files(FileCount).name,'MTIG-VEL')) && (Files(FileCount).bytes > 0)
%Open file
fid = fopen(Files(FileCount).name);
%Get the first line, it should contain all of the column headers
Line = fgetl(fid);
a = regexp(Line,',','split'); %Split on the commas
%Create an indexing variable based on the column headers
for i = 1:length(a)
iMTG_VEL.(a{i}) = i;
end
%Create format string to read in the rest of the data
Format = '%f';
for i = 1:length(a)-1
Format = strcat(Format,',%f');
end
Data = textscan(fid,Format);
MTG_VEL_Data = cell2mat(Data);
%Correct ros time units
MTG_VEL_Data(:,1) = MTG_VEL_Data(:,1)*1e-9;

cd('..');
cd('Parsed');
MatFilename = regexprep(Files(FileCount).name, '-MTIG-VEL.txt','.mat');
if exist(MatFilename) == 2
save(MatFilename,'MTG_VEL_Data','iMTG_VEL','-append');
else
save(MatFilename, 'MTG_VEL_Data','iMTG_VEL');
end
cd('..');
cd('ROS Data');
end
end
cd('..');
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A.8 Image_Plot.m
%close all;
%clear all;
%clc;
load pasdacolor;
addpath('nav_related_mfiles');
ImFile = 'PASDA_CATO_Upper.jpg';
O_Image = imread(ImFile);
BW_Image = rgb2gray(O_Image);
%PASDA_CATO_Upper.jpg
CornersLL = [ 40.765685, -77.878242;
40.765663, -77.876071;
40.764723, -77.876090;
40.764714, -77.878215];
%Origin of Local Coordinate System
Coord_Zero = [40.7651295666, -77.877597025, 351.393];
[ImProp] = func_Get_Image_Properties(BW_Image, Coord_Zero, CornersLL);
figure('Name','Image Overlay');
% imagesc([ImProp.E_min_max(1) ImProp.E_min_max(2)],...
%
[ImProp.N_min_max(1) ImProp.N_min_max(2)], flipud(O_Image));
% image([ImProp.E_min_max(1) ImProp.E_min_max(2)],...
%
[ImProp.N_min_max(1) ImProp.N_min_max(2)],ImFile);
image([ImProp.E_min_max(1) ImProp.E_min_max(2)],...
[ImProp.N_min_max(1) ImProp.N_min_max(2)],flipdim(PASDA_CATO_Upper,1));
%colormap(gray);
xlabel('East');
ylabel('North');
hold on;
plot(0,0,'kp');
set(gca,'ydir','normal');

A.9 func_Get_Image_Properties
function [ImProp] = func_Get_Image_Properties(Image, Coord_Zero, CornersLL)
CornersENU = zeros(size(CornersLL,1),3);
for count = 1:size(CornersLL,1)
CornersENU(count,:) =WGSLLA2ENU(CornersLL(count,1), CornersLL(count,2), Coord_Zero(3),
Coord_Zero(1), Coord_Zero(2), Coord_Zero(3));
end
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N_Diff = mean([CornersENU(1,2), CornersENU(2,2)]) - mean([CornersENU(3,2), CornersENU(4,2)]);
E_Diff = mean([CornersENU(2,1), CornersENU(3,1)]) - mean([CornersENU(1,1), CornersENU(4,1)]);
N_Center = mean([CornersENU(3,2), CornersENU(4,2)]) + N_Diff/2;
E_Center = mean([CornersENU(1,1), CornersENU(4,1)]) + E_Diff/2;
N_p_Pixel
E_p_Pixel
Pixel_p_N
Pixel_p_E

=
=
=
=

N_Diff/size(Image,1);
E_Diff/size(Image,2);
1/N_p_Pixel;
1/E_p_Pixel;

row_center = round(size(Image,1)/2);
col_center = round(size(Image,2)/2);

ImProp.N_Center = N_Center;
ImProp.E_Center = E_Center;
ImProp.N_p_Pixel = N_p_Pixel;
ImProp.E_p_Pixel = E_p_Pixel;
ImProp.Pixel_p_N = Pixel_p_N;
ImProp.Pixel_p_E = Pixel_p_E;
ImProp.row_center = row_center;
ImProp.col_center = col_center;
ImProp.E_min_max = [min(CornersENU(:,1)), max(CornersENU(:,1))];
ImProp.N_min_max = [min(CornersENU(:,2)), max(CornersENU(:,2))];

A.10 WGSLLA2ENU.m
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Function enu = wgslla2enu(lat,lon,alt,reflat,reflon,refalt)
returns a 3 x 1 vector enu representing the East, North, and Up
coordinates (in meters) of a point with coordinates represented
by latitude lat (degrees), longitude lon (degrees), and altitude
alt (meters above the ellipsoid) in an ENU coordinate system
located at latitude reflat (degrees), longitude reflon (degrees)
and altitude above the WGS84 ellipsoid refalt (meters)
Note: requires the functions wgslla2xyz.m and wgsxyz2enu.m
to be in the same directory

function enu = WGSLLA2ENU(lat, lon, alt, reflat, reflon, refalt)
xyz = WGSLLA2xyz(lat, lon, alt);
enu = WGSxyz2ENU(xyz, reflat, reflon, refalt);

A.11 WGSLLA2XYZ.m
%Function xyz = wgslla2xyz(lat, lon, alt) returns the
%equivalent WGS84 XYZ coordinates (in meters) for a
%given geodetic latitude "lat" (degrees), longitude "lon"
%(degrees), and altitude above the WGS84 ellipsoid
%in meters. Note: N latitude is positive, S latitude
%is negative, E longitude is positive, W longitude is
%negative.
%
%Ref: Decker, B. L., World Geodetic System 1984,
%Defense Mapping Agency Aerospace Center.
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function xyz = wgslla2xyz(wlat, wlon, walt)

A_EARTH = 6378137;
flattening = 1/298.257223563;
NAV_E2 = (2-flattening)*flattening; % also e^2
deg2rad = pi/180;
slat = sin(wlat*deg2rad);
clat = cos(wlat*deg2rad);
r_n = A_EARTH/sqrt(1 - NAV_E2*slat*slat);
xyz = [ (r_n + walt)*clat*cos(wlon*deg2rad);
(r_n + walt)*clat*sin(wlon*deg2rad);
(r_n*(1 - NAV_E2) + walt)*slat ];
if ((wlat < -90.0) | (wlat > +90.0) |...
(wlon < -180.0) | (wlon > +360.0))
error('WGS lat or WGS lon out of range');
end
return

A.12 WGSXYZ2ENU.m
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

Function enu = wgsxyz2enu(xyz, reflat, reflon, refalt) returns
a 3 x 1 vector enu which represents the East, North, and Up
coordinates (in meters) of a point with WGS84 xyz coordinates
xyz (3 x 1 vector, units in meters) in an ENU coordinate system
located at latitude reflat (degrees), longitude reflon (degrees)
and altitude above the WGS84 ellipsoid refalt (meters)
Note: Requires functions wgslla2xyz.m and rot.m to be in the
same directory

function enu=WGSxyz2ENU(xyz, reflat, reflon, refalt)
[m n] = size(xyz);
if m ~= 3 | n ~= 1
error('wgsxyz2enu: xyz input vector must be 3 x 1');
end
[m n] = size(reflat);
if m ~= 1 | n ~= 1
error('wgsxyz2enu: reflat input vector must be scalar');
end
[m n] = size(reflon);
if m ~= 1 | n ~= 1
error('wgsxyz2enu: reflon input vector must be scalar');
end
[m n] = size(refalt);
if m ~= 1 | n ~= 1
error('wgsxyz2enu: refalt input vector must be scalar');
end
% First, calculate the xyz of reflat, reflon, refalt
refxyz = WGSLLA2xyz(reflat, reflon, refalt);
% Difference xyz from reference point
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diffxyz = xyz - refxyz;
% Now rotate the (often short) diffxyz vector to enu frame
R1=rot(90+reflon, 3);
R2=rot(90-reflat, 1);
R=R2*R1;
enu=R*diffxyz;
return;

A.13 rot.m
%Function R=rot(angle (degrees), axis) returns a 3x3
%rotation matrix for rotating a vector about a single
%axis. Setting axis = 1 rotates about the e1 axis,
%axis = 2 rotates about the e2 axis, axis = 3 rotates
%about the e3 axis.
function R=rot(angle, axis)
%function R=rot(angle (degrees), axis)
R=eye(3);
cang=cos(angle*pi/180);
sang=sin(angle*pi/180);
if (axis==1)
R(2,2)=cang;
R(3,3)=cang;
R(2,3)=sang;
R(3,2)=-sang;
end;
if (axis==2)
R(1,1)=cang;
R(3,3)=cang;
R(1,3)=-sang;
R(3,1)=sang;
end;
if (axis==3)
R(1,1)=cang;
R(2,2)=cang;
R(2,1)=-sang;
R(1,2)=sang;
end;
return;

A.14 findradius.m
function [ radius ] = findradius( x3, y3 )
%area=polyarea(x3,y3);
v1=[x3(2)-x3(1),y3(2)-y3(1),0];
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v2=[x3(3)-x3(1),y3(3)-y3(1),0];
area=cross(v1,v2)/2;
a=sqrt((x3(1)-x3(2))^2+(y3(1)-y3(2))^2);
b=sqrt((x3(2)-x3(3))^2+(y3(2)-y3(3))^2);
c=sqrt((x3(3)-x3(1))^2+(y3(3)-y3(1))^2);
radius=(a*b*c)/(4*area(3));
end

A.15 histogram
function [ freq ] = histogram( nums, bounds, bins )
a=bounds(1);
b=bounds(2);
nodes=linspace(a,b,bins+1);
freq=zeros(1,bins);
for index=(1:bins)
left=nodes(index);
right=nodes(index+1);
centers(index)=(left+right)/2;
for k=(1:length(nums));
if ((left<nums(k)) && (right>nums(k)))
freq(index)=freq(index)+1;
end
end
end
figure(1)
plot(centers,freq)
ylim([0,max(freq)+.1*length(nums)]);
end
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Appendix B ROS nodes

B.1 Xsens_Node.cpp
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

"ros/ros.h"
<sstream>
<cstring>
<cstdlib>
<iostream>
<iomanip>
<stdexcept>

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<xsens/xsportinfoarray.h>
<xsens/xsdatapacket.h>
<xsens/xstime.h>
<legacydatapacket.h>
<int_xsdatapacket.h>
<enumerateusbdevices.h>
"sensor_msgs/Imu.h"
"geometry_msgs/Vector3Stamped.h"

#include "deviceclass.h"
#define PI 3.14159265359

//Class for interfacing with 4th generation xsens sensor
//Tested with MTi-300
class xsens_node
{
public:
//ROS node handle
ros::NodeHandle mNh;
//Publisher for IMU quaternion and RPY
ros::Publisher mIMU_pub;
ros::Publisher mRPY_pub;
//Device class for xsens
DeviceClass mDevice;
//Device port info
XsPortInfo mMtPort;
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
xsens_node() : mNh()
{
//Advertise motor control information topic
mIMU_pub = mNh.advertise<sensor_msgs::Imu>("imu/data",1);
mRPY_pub = mNh.advertise<geometry_msgs::Vector3Stamped>("imu/rpy",1);
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
~xsens_node()
{
}
int start()
{
// Scan for connected USB devices
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ROS_INFO("Scanning for USB devices...");
XsPortInfoArray portInfoArray;
xsEnumerateUsbDevices(portInfoArray);
if (!portInfoArray.size())
{
ROS_ERROR("No USB Motion Tracker found.");
return -1;
}
// Use the first detected device
mMtPort = portInfoArray.at(0);
// Open the port with the detected device
ROS_INFO("Opening port...");
if (!mDevice.openPort(mMtPort))
{
ROS_ERROR("Could not open port. Aborting.");
return -1;
}
// Put the device in configuration mode
ROS_INFO("Putting device into configuration mode...");
if (!mDevice.gotoConfig()) // Put the device into configuration mode before configuring the
device
{
ROS_ERROR("Could not put device into configuration mode. Aborting.");
return -1;
}
// Request the device Id to check the device type
mMtPort.setDeviceId(mDevice.getDeviceId());
// Check if we have an MTi / MTx / MTmk4 device
if (!mMtPort.deviceId().isMtix() && !mMtPort.deviceId().isMtMk4())
{
ROS_ERROR("No MTi / MTx / MTmk4 device found. Aborting.");
return -1;
}
ROS_INFO("Found a device with id: %s", mMtPort.deviceId().toString().c_str());
ROS_INFO("Port: %s ", mMtPort.portName().c_str());
ROS_INFO("Baudrate: %d",mMtPort.baudrate());
// Print information about detected MTi / MTx / MTmk4 device
ROS_INFO("Device opened: %s", mDevice.getProductCode().c_str());
// Configure the device. Note the differences between MTix and MTmk4
ROS_INFO("Configuring the device...");
if (mMtPort.deviceId().isMtix())
{
XsOutputMode outputMode = XOM_Orientation; // output orientation data
XsOutputSettings outputSettings = XOS_OrientationMode_Quaternion; // output orientation
data as quaternion
// set the device configuration
if (!mDevice.setDeviceMode(outputMode, outputSettings))
{
ROS_ERROR("Could not configure MT device. Aborting.");
return -1;
}
}
else if (mMtPort.deviceId().isMtMk4())
{
XsOutputConfiguration quat(XDI_Quaternion, 100);
XsOutputConfigurationArray configArray;
configArray.push_back(quat);
if (!mDevice.setOutputConfiguration(configArray))
{
ROS_ERROR("Could not configure MTmk4 device. Aborting.");
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return -1;
}
}
else
{
ROS_ERROR("Unknown device while configuring. Aborting.");
return -1;
}
// Put the device in measurement mode
ROS_INFO("Putting device into measurement mode...");
if (!mDevice.gotoMeasurement())
{
ROS_ERROR("Could not put device into measurement mode. Aborting.");
return -1;
}
return 0;
}
void stop()
{
// Close port
ROS_INFO("Closing port...");
mDevice.close();
}

////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Spin (!)
// Function called to enter running loop
bool spin ()
{
XsByteArray data;
XsMessageArray msgs;
//Run this loop until ros shuts it down.
while (mNh.ok ())
{
mDevice.readDataToBuffer(data);
mDevice.processBufferedData(data, msgs);
for (XsMessageArray::iterator it = msgs.begin(); it != msgs.end(); ++it)
{
// Retrieve a packet
XsDataPacket packet;
if ((*it).getMessageId() == XMID_MtData) {
LegacyDataPacket lpacket(1, false);
lpacket.setMessage((*it));
lpacket.setXbusSystem(false, false);
lpacket.setDeviceId(mMtPort.deviceId(), 0);
lpacket.setDataFormat(XOM_Orientation, XOS_OrientationMode_Quaternion,0);
//lint !e534
XsDataPacket_assignFromXsLegacyDataPacket(&packet, &lpacket, 0);
}
else if ((*it).getMessageId() == XMID_MtData2) {
packet.setMessage((*it));
packet.setDeviceId(mMtPort.deviceId());
}
// Get the quaternion data
XsQuaternion quaternion = packet.orientationQuaternion();
sensor_msgs::Imu Imu_msg;
Imu_msg.orientation.x = quaternion.m_x;
Imu_msg.orientation.y = quaternion.m_y;
Imu_msg.orientation.z = quaternion.m_z;
Imu_msg.orientation.w = quaternion.m_w;
Imu_msg.orientation_covariance[0] = 0;
Imu_msg.orientation_covariance[1] = 0;
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Imu_msg.orientation_covariance[2] = 0;
Imu_msg.orientation_covariance[3] = 0;
Imu_msg.orientation_covariance[4] = 0;
Imu_msg.orientation_covariance[5] = 0;
Imu_msg.orientation_covariance[6] = 0;
Imu_msg.orientation_covariance[7] = 0;
Imu_msg.orientation_covariance[8] = 0;
Imu_msg.angular_velocity_covariance[0] = -1;
Imu_msg.linear_acceleration_covariance[0] = -1;
// Convert packet to euler
XsEuler euler = packet.orientationEuler();
geometry_msgs::Vector3Stamped Rpy_msg;
Rpy_msg.vector.x = euler.m_roll*PI/180.0;
Rpy_msg.vector.y = euler.m_pitch*PI/180.0;
Rpy_msg.vector.z = euler.m_yaw*PI/180.0;
ros::Time Now = ros::Time::now();
Imu_msg.header.stamp = Now;
Rpy_msg.header.stamp = Now;
mIMU_pub.publish(Imu_msg);
mRPY_pub.publish(Rpy_msg);
}
msgs.clear();
XsTime::msleep(0);

}
stop();
return (true);
}
};
/* ---[ */
int main (int argc, char** argv)
{
ros::init (argc, argv, "xsens_node");
xsens_node c;
if (c.start () == 0)
ROS_INFO ("Start successful, entering spin");
c.spin ();
return (0);
}

B.2 Hemispehre_node.cpp
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<hemisphere_a325/Hemisphere.h>
"ros/ros.h"
<flexiport/flexiport.h>
<flexiport/port.h>
<flexiport/serialport.h>
<sensor_msgs/NavSatFix.h>
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Hemisphere::Hemisphere () : nh()
{
int Baud_;
std::string Data_Stream;
std::stringstream ss;
ros::NodeHandle nh_param("~");
nh_param.param<std::string>("port", this->Device, "/dev/hemisphere");
nh_param.param<int>("baud", Baud_, 19200);
nh_param.param("frame_id", Frame_ID, string("gps"));
ss << Baud_;
this->Baud.assign(ss.str());
this->Bin_1_pub = this->nh.advertise<hemisphere_a325::Bin_1>("Bin1",1);
NavSatFix_pub = this->nh.advertise<sensor_msgs::NavSatFix>("GPS_fix",1);
this->Verbose = 0;
this->Message_Type = 0;
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
Hemisphere::~Hemisphere ()
{
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Start
int Hemisphere::Start ()
{
string portOptions("device="+this->Device+", baud="+this->Baud);
this->port = flexiport::CreatePort ("type=serial,timeout=0.1," + portOptions);
portStatus = this->port->GetStatus ();
ROS_INFO("%s", portStatus.c_str());
ROS_INFO("Client Opening Port.");
this->port->Open();
this->port->Write (UNLOGALL, strlen (UNLOGALL));
this->port->Flush();
this->port->Write (MSG1_20Hz, strlen (MSG1_20Hz));
this->port->Flush();
return(0);
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Spin
int Hemisphere::Spin ()
{
while (this->nh.ok())
{
Read_Packet();
ros::spinOnce ();
}
return(0);
}
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
// Read_Packet
int Hemisphere::Read_Packet ()
{
char cs_read_buff[4];
uint32_t cs_read = 0;
uint32_t cs_calc = 0;
int length = 0;
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int current = 0;
int n;
memset(this->buffer, 0, 256);
memset(this->sync_buff, 0, 256);
//Look for starting sequence $BIN
n = this->port->ReadUntil (this->sync_buff,100,0x24);
if (n < 1)
{
if (this->Verbose)
//ROS_INFO(">>>Error reading from socket!\n");
return(0);
}
//Read the message body in
length = 3;
current = 0;
do
{
n = this->port->Read (&this->sync_buff[current], length-current);
if (n!=-1)
current += n;
} while (current < length);
if (this->sync_buff[0] != 0x42 || this->sync_buff[1] != 0x49 || this->sync_buff[2] != 0x4E)
{
if (this->Verbose)
ROS_INFO(">>>Incorrect starting sequence!\n");
return(0);
}
if (this->Verbose)
ROS_INFO(">>>Received start packet!\n");
//Read the header in
MeasurementHeader_t meas_head;
length = sizeof (MeasurementHeader_t);
current = 0;
do
{
n = this->port->Read (&this->sync_buff[current], length-current);
if (n!=-1)
current += n;
} while(current < length);
memcpy(&meas_head, (void *)this->sync_buff, sizeof (MeasurementHeader_t));
if (this->Verbose)
{
ROS_INFO(">>>Received message header! %u\n",n);
ROS_INFO("\tMessage Length: %u\n\tMessage ID:
%u\n",meas_head.Message_Length,meas_head.Message_ID);
}
//Read the message body in
length = meas_head.Message_Length;
current = 0;
do
{
n = this->port->Read (&this->buffer[current], length-current);
if (n!=-1)
current += n;
} while (current < length);
if (this->Verbose)
ROS_INFO(">>Message body received!\n");
//Read the checksum
int ret = this->port->Read (&cs_read_buff, 2);
memcpy(&cs_read, (void *)cs_read_buff, sizeof (uint32_t));
if (ret < 1)
{
if (this->Verbose)
ROS_INFO("Checksum not received!\n");
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return(0);
}
//Read the message ending
ret = this->port->Read (&sync_buff, 2);
memcpy(&cs_read, (void *)cs_read_buff, sizeof (uint32_t));
if (ret < 1)
{
if (this->Verbose)
ROS_INFO("Message ending not received!\n");
return(0);
}
//Interpret the data portion of the message
SBinaryMsg1 BinaryMsg1_t;
sensor_msgs::NavSatFix Nav_msg;
if (meas_head.Message_ID == 1)
{
memcpy (&BinaryMsg1_t, (void *)this->buffer, sizeof (BinaryMsg1_t));
this->Bin_1_msg.AgeOfDiff =
BinaryMsg1_t.m_byAgeOfDiff;
seconds (255 max)*/
this->Bin_1_msg.NumOfSats =
BinaryMsg1_t.m_byNumOfSats;
used (12 max)
*/
this->Bin_1_msg.GPSWeek =
BinaryMsg1_t.m_wGPSWeek;
this->Bin_1_msg.GPSTimeOfWeek =
BinaryMsg1_t.m_dGPSTimeOfWeek;
this->Bin_1_msg.Latitude =
BinaryMsg1_t.m_dLatitude;
90..90 */
this->Bin_1_msg.Longitude =
BinaryMsg1_t.m_dLongitude;
180..180 */
this->Bin_1_msg.Height =
BinaryMsg1_t.m_fHeight;
*/
this->Bin_1_msg.VNorth =
BinaryMsg1_t.m_fVNorth;
m/s */
this->Bin_1_msg.VEast =
BinaryMsg1_t.m_fVEast;
m/s */
this->Bin_1_msg.VUp =
BinaryMsg1_t.m_fVUp;
this->Bin_1_msg.StdDevResid =
BinaryMsg1_t.m_fStdDevResid;
of
Residuals */
this->Bin_1_msg.NavMode =
BinaryMsg1_t.m_wNavMode & 0x7F;
this->Bin_1_msg.ManualMark =
BinaryMsg1_t.m_wNavMode & 0x40;
this->Bin_1_msg.ExtendedAgeOfDiff = BinaryMsg1_t.m_wAgeOfDiff;
bits */

/* age of differential,
/* number of satellites
/* GPS week */
/* GPS tow */
/* Latitude degrees, /* Longitude degrees, /* (m), Altitude ellipsoid
/* Velocity north
/* Velocity east
/* Velocity up m/s */
/* (m), Standard Deviation

//No fix
if(Bin_1_msg.NavMode == 0)
{
Nav_msg.status.status = -1;
}
//Unaugmented fix
else if(Bin_1_msg.NavMode == 1 || Bin_1_msg.NavMode == 2)
{
Nav_msg.status.status = 0;
}
//Satellite augmented fix
else if(Bin_1_msg.NavMode == 3 || Bin_1_msg.NavMode == 4)
{
Nav_msg.status.status = 1;
}
//Ground augmented fix
else if(Bin_1_msg.NavMode == 5 || Bin_1_msg.NavMode == 6)
{
Nav_msg.status.status = 2;
}
Nav_msg.status.service = Nav_msg.status.SERVICE_GPS;
Nav_msg.latitude = BinaryMsg1_t.m_dLatitude;
Nav_msg.longitude = BinaryMsg1_t.m_dLongitude;
Nav_msg.altitude = BinaryMsg1_t.m_fHeight;
Nav_msg.position_covariance_type = Nav_msg.COVARIANCE_TYPE_UNKNOWN;

/* age of diff using 16
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ros::Publisher NavSatFix_pub;
if (this->Verbose)
{
ROS_INFO("Received Binary Message 1!\n");
ROS_INFO("AgeOfDif: %u\t NumOfSats: %u\t GPSWeek: %u\t GPSTimeOfWeek: %f\t Latitude: %f\t
Longitude: %f\t Height: %f\t VNorth: %f\t VEast: %f\t VUp: %f\t StdDevResid: %f\t NavMode: %u\t
ManualMark: %u\t ExtendedAgeOfDiff: %u\t", this->Bin_1_msg.AgeOfDiff, this->Bin_1_msg.NumOfSats,
this->Bin_1_msg.GPSWeek, this->Bin_1_msg.GPSTimeOfWeek, this->Bin_1_msg.Latitude, this>Bin_1_msg.Longitude, this->Bin_1_msg.Height, this->Bin_1_msg.VNorth, this->Bin_1_msg.VEast,
this->Bin_1_msg.VUp, this->Bin_1_msg.StdDevResid, this->Bin_1_msg.NavMode, this>Bin_1_msg.ManualMark, this->Bin_1_msg.ExtendedAgeOfDiff);
}
ros::Time Now = ros::Time::now();
this->Bin_1_msg.header.stamp = Now;
Nav_msg.header.stamp = Now;
Bin_1_msg.header.frame_id = Frame_ID;
Nav_msg.header.frame_id = Frame_ID;
this->Bin_1_pub.publish(this->Bin_1_msg);
//NavSatFix_pub.publish(Nav_msg);
}
return(0);
}
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